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BEAUTIFUL

BRIDE ON HER WEDDING
TOUR.
Correspondence of the Boston Truvilk r.
W liilc we were making arrangvmon!
t<>
pass the night (we eannot say deep) in the
sleeping ear which carried us from Macon to
Montgomery, Alabama, and ju-t as we had
begun to wish for a better bed, the cars -lopped
at a small station, and a blushing
couple,
•hold of hands," came into the ear. They
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as
if
meant
“mischief," and
appeared
they
were just
starting out on their wedding tom
!
when
the
which
(lie
of
citemenl
the
words—“Not
anil
“Would you like a berth, sir?" said the
grief
MARRIAGE OF JFFFERSQN DAVIS.
discovery
Inge since the night
and ladies, In the lively, jolty-laeed conductor of the miserable
lie was j
a drop more, Daniel," wore uttered.
Il may not be generally known that Jeffer- capture of the lieutenants
missed from his customary haunts: but it was son Davis, of
the sleeping ear.
J
.Mississippi, late President of ruthless savages, had occasioned through
“No, sir—1 reeon—as
supposed lie had gone on the usual “spree," the Confederate States of America, was first village. Lieutenant Wilson essayed an exmay he—that aint
what we want, stammered the
and so nothing was thought of his absence. married to a
bridegroom.
of the lamented Zach- planation, but the old man motioning the
daughter
No inquiries were made, for all were glad
and “Ilaint you got no bridal chamber on thi- e:v
ary Taylor, who was elected President of the lieutenant to he silent, gave his order,
kear?"
that he was missing, and eared not for his re- l idled States in ISis. Milch less are the
dashed the whole party toward the vilpe- away
turn.
“Oil, the bridal chamber!" ex-claimed the
culiar incidents and romantic circumstances) lage—the “rescuers-’ filled with joy over the
conductor. “Come this way."
lie had been gone somewhat more than a
Mr. Davis' marriage to Miss Sarah fortunate turn of events and happy results
attending
The couple went tremblingly
of the morning, while the side of the "rescuyear, when the Quaker was in the store of Knox l'aylor known to the world. I
throng! :1m
propose
Hoskins, and wished to Hire a past ure for the to make up this
were splitting with laughter at the ludi- ear to the ,‘state room," which looked about
ed"
of
chapter
history.
as much like a state room on a nortlu rn
coming season. "I have one I will let you
sleepDuring the “Black llawk War," more crous mistake of their friends.
ear as a cell in the county jail appearhave free, if you will put up the fences on the than a third of a
Col. Taylor;
Arriving at the village, the lieutenants and ing
century
ago,
place," said Hoskins.
commanded Port Crawford, at Prairie Du ladies, without being permitted a word in ex- like the Parker House parlor.
“Does that door shut up?" anxiously in“Where is it ?" asked the Quaker.
Cliien. Wis., (then Michigan), and his family, planation. were rapturously greeted by men,
“It's on the Akin farm," was the reply.
with him.
were
Jefferson Davis, then a women, and children in every manner calcu- quired the bridegroom.
“Oh. yes. See how it slides." said the e,m
“If thee will let it at that rate, thee must
young graduate of West Point, bearing a I lated to manifest the great joy of the popula- duct
or.
have let it get sadly out of repair."
lieutenant's commission in the regular army, ; tion consequent upon their miraculous escape
‘Tint Pill dogged il I see any place to sleep,"
“It is indeed; I cannot leave the store to was also under orders at the same fort. Hand-; from tomahawk- and
after
scalping-knives,
look after it. The house is poor, and the
the applicant for the chamber.
some, brave and ehivalous by nature, and passing that dreadful night in the custody of suggested
“Oli, we'll lix that, if you will he seated,
family that lived in it last were too shiftless possessing all the suavity, ease, and grace ] savages.
to buy wood, sii they burnt up all the fences ; which
Few men have lived, who, at .any period said the conductor, pointing to a low, hard
thorough intellectual culture and the
sofa on the opposite side of the car < h-e t,.
in fact, I would rather sell it than rent it."
most relined society confers, it is not strange ] of their existence possessed stronger self-will
the head of our curtained much.
What will thee take for it?" inquired the that his heart became, the
target for very, or control over himself than Lieutenant Da“I don’t like it; so there,"
Quaker.
whispered leof ('lipid's seldom erring arrows. One vis; yet. in vain did he on that occasion exert
many
It cost me sixteen hundred dollars."
of those arrows, being directed by a glance j every faculty and power to repress risibilities bride.
“Don't like what?" -aid her partner.
“Yes, but thee paid in goods, mid charged of Miss
Taylor's dashing eyes, ’'hit the mark," of his nature in order to render ail explana“1 won’t go no further. I won't if you keep
thine own price for them."
Much less was it possible for
and it so happened that Miss Knox’s heart tion possible.
“To bo sure 1 did.
Akin could not get
so."
went with the missile, and that the two hearts the ever-merry and great-hearted Lieutenant talking
trusted anywhere else, and 1 felt that I was
“What have 1 done, I'd like ter know /"
These ludicrous circumstanbecame indissolubly connected. Col. Taylor, Wilson to do so.
“You told him you didn't see no place to
running a great risk in letting him have looking with disfavor upon the situation, re- ces, with the exuberance of public rejoicing
goods; so I charged accordingly, just as any- solved to break the alliance, and accordingly —all jabbering away in French and English sleep, and I don't think it was usin'me right
"Well, I don't sey no place now. neither. 11
body else would have d“..e under the circum- directed his servant to say to Knox, as lie al- at the same time—rendered it utterly impossistances.”
called his daughter, that he wished to ble for either of tin* “rescued party" to get in we've got to he tucked away in that little
ways
“But thee lias not told me what thee will
we'll haft ter staid ip all night, that'see her in the parlor.
She came a*ul the fol- a word edgewise or otherwise, and so the hole,
take for the place. 1 will give thee eight
sartin.”
crowd gradually dispersed.
conversation ensued:
lowing
hundred dollars for it, if that is an object to
■‘lii't s go back. Johnny: I'm at rani in go
Colonel lay lor, however, “smelt a mice,
“Knox, what can possibly be the object of
thee.”
Lieutenant Davis in visiting this house so and was not long in ascertaining the true any further."
lloskins thought long enough over the mat•■Oil. no don't let's go hack,
le t's stick or
state of affairs, that is, that Jell’ and Ins
?”
ter to conclude that the interest of eight hun- frequently
eout."
"l cannot imagine, tamer, unless it is to daughter Knox had engaged in a “runaway
dred dollars was far better for him than a farm,
•'1 can't, 1 won't, I don't like i. r. 1 i-an'l
match.'' with Lieutenant Wilson and the
see anil talk with me.”
for the use of which he realized scarcely any“You surely ilo not encourage his visits.” beautiful Miss Street as groomsman and brides- stay here. There's lots of men behind tho-e
curtains. I'm sick.
I won't go no further.
thing, and at last said, You can have it.”
“Why not l1 Lieutenant Davis is handsome, maid. Truth would out, and in less than an
i*o. I want
Very well, Hoskins; thee can make out generous, refined, and
hour every man, woman, and child in the Say, Johnny, let's do go home.
Young
courageous.
the deeds to-morrow, and thee shall have thy
ter so much."
And the fair one began to
ladies usually feel themselves complimented village knew all about the wedding; and as
money. By-thc-by, does thee know what has
they discussed the singular affairs and adv en- weep as though her heart would break
by the attentions of such gentlemen.”
become ofl)anicl Akin?”
“Wall, don't cry, Mollie, w.'ll go' right
“This will never do—never do, Knox.
I tures of the morning, the most uproarious
“No; he has not been in the village for must forbid him the house."
shouts of laughter arose from every group eout at the next place, lint you hadn't octet
more than a year; at
he so "i'raid o'lblks. now we're married.''
any rate, I have not
“Why, Father! what possible objections and household.
seen him."
I'his seemed to tjuict her grief, ami at the
There was, however, one face amid that
have you to Lieutenant Davis!”
We may here tell the reader something that
“He is all that you claim for him, head- wide spread some of mirth and gayety that next station the alllieted couple left the ear-,
for the “'tat
room.'' and w.Hoskins did not know. The Quaker had that
strong. Should you become his wife, you was livid with rage; two lips tightly com- having paid
day received a letter from Daniel Akin, stat- will lie left a widow after his first battle. In pressed, two eyes Hashing with indignation, heard him, as he stood on the plat form outside,
ing that he was at the mines, hard at work, truth, there is no telling to what sad fate that and one strong hand grasping now and again, remark that:
“That ar sleejnn' kear was dog gom-d small
and sticking to his motto, “Not a drop more,
of an oft-tried sword,
The reader
young man's rash impetuosity will lead him. the hilt
lot married folks."
Daniel;” that he had laid up a few hundred It will not do—it will never do."
may well imagine that 1 refer to Col. Zachary gliarterdollars, and desired him to inquire what the
Without awaiting an answer or word. Col. Taylor, before whose angry glance brave inCAPE COD WOMEN.
place he once owned could be bought for.
Taylor stode rapidly away in his military deed must have been the heart that did not
From the Springfield Republican.
Air. Edgerton had taken the method above
boots, with the imperious air of one whose become faint.
mentioned to find out the views of lloskins word was law,
Now here else iu all New England will on.Col. Taylor hav ing declared, with an oath
leaving Miss Knox to her
respecting flic place; so confident was he that tears, and a woman's resolves.
strong as ever used, that under no circum- see so high an average ol' female beauty ol
Daniel Akin would come home a sober man,
mug
Lieut. Davis received an intimation sulli-] stances would he ever forgive Davis or be- | figure and hair and -kin as among tieof one rf the peninsular town- on Sun
with money in his pocket, that he had ventureiently pointed to enable him to understand come reconciled with his daughter, an aliena- I girls
ed to purchase the place, to keep for him till that his
in
and
no
iplace the change produced
presence at Colonel Taylor's could) tion thereafter existed as wide as the poles of day,
his return.
be dispensed with.
by the lapse ol years, from twculv lothiilt.
Nothing of unusual in- the earth.
*
*
*
*
'-iHso
He wrote to Akin, informing him what he terest occurred during the succeeding month,
painful and obvious. For tic- rounded,
Sixteen years had passed away on “the complete matronly beauty of the -c ..ml span
had done, and about three months after lie except that the health of the Colonel's beautilug
received a letter from him stating that he had ful and accomplished daughter declined rap- wheels of time" when General Zachary Tay- of married life, one may look without
The cans, of tins is not
sent by express five, hundred dollars in gold idly. the fell destroyer, consumption, had lor and Colonel Jefferson Davis met in a for- a single instance.
to a banker in New York, with orders to sell marked her as another victim, whilst the eign country, amid the sickening scenes of far off, and suggests itself it once, to mu
i •.
it, and remit the proceeds to him to go toward young lieutenant became so quick-tempered blood, carnage, and battle, in defense of their who sees the congregations of women,
the money for the farm.
and irritable that if any one dared even to country's honor, and over both of whose com- here and there an old sick null, among then,
Hold commanded a high premium, and the regret that Miss Taylor was not looking so mands defiantly floated the “star spangled and then skips all the years of aetiv life down
five hundred dollars became eight hundred well as usual, coffee and pistols for two were banner"—a Hag which, at that date, January I to early childhood before he finds the him I.
before they reached the bands of friend Edg- likely to be called for. A denouement came, sth, Isis, w as in truth and reality the emblem I sex again represented, l-'or it is true that in
erton.
Akin requested him to draw up a deed however, as usual in all strategic movements of Liberty and equality. Wherever on that the fishing season there ar., no men or hoys
sanguinary Held the fierce contest raged and ! oil shore, and if you go among tin group o(
giving the whole property to his wife, Mary, either in love or war.
and to have it duly recorded, and left with
One bright morning, ore the early bee had duty called, there was seen the noble and sol- I bright, happy girls w ho do not remember tie
Jefferson Dav is at the : cloud that hangs ahm e them, von will tied tlia!
the register of deeds.
gone forth to gather his sweets from flower) dierly form of Col.
In his letter, he said: “If, perchance, 1] and lield, < olonel Taylor was aroused from head of the “First Mississippi liilles." than i nine out often of them look forward to
should ever break my resolution, I shall have his slumbers. I t v a strange coincidence he which no more courageous, gallant, and glo- ! union with one who is n.-w aw :r. ai d who
j
-urn
secured a home for my wife and children.
1 had In-en dreaming of “Wild .Tell"' upon his rious regiment ever unsheathed .-word lor na- expects to spend his life fishing in I
N..w iui
that
noble steed, with Knox so graecfulh sitting tional honor. This was the battle of liucna I mcr and coasting in the white:
should
not
know
however,
prefer,
they
<
one of them sitting in In
huh lion.
anything of this for the present. If I live to on her Idooded pony, running the gauntlet Vista, in Mexico, where ml. Davis was se- agine
two years married, with her Icon in the cn
come home, I will give Alary the deeds with of scalping knives, tomahawks, and
poisoned verely. and it was at the time supposed, morand the northeaster howling without
my own hands; if not, you can do it. Now arrows, lloing awakened, he demanded to tally wounded by a cannon ball, and by the die,
that the farm is bought, you had better stock know why he had been disturbed at so unrea- fall of his horse—the latter being instant 1 v She knows too well that at that moment h.
killed.
may lie struggling in the breakers: while tie
it, for I still stick to my motto, ‘Not a drop sonable an hour.
Highland light that site can see ghm s down
more, Daniel,'”
“Aye, aye, sir—it s only Patrick alter coinIi was cvi'iiing at Buena \ i-Ia, the great pitilessly upon his agony : Ibr she h is only :.>
Another
i>v Hus tune I ing to till
honor
that
Miss
Knox's
pas.-eit
darlint
yer
away.
year
bat tle l];uj beelj.hi.ugh!.
American arms and elinih a sjnir of land hcliind her house to
young cattle and sheep, the fences were put of the siafde, Vi'fniliYf";YiV‘i '-addicl luniselV,'
and
the
buried,
ivnuudcd’hmnanely eared for 1I wa\es l"'Ve"i'll!- TnT4{W''r:ttV'" li:0lilitii!.':• ■'1'Ii..V.’.A',1.
in repair, and everything hut the house wore and set out on a race with the wild winds,'if
by comrades’ hands, when General Taylor ago, and left the husl.and and Ihtli r p. -inf
a tidy appearance. Another remittance came, ye judge by the wide a]>art prints of lii-s
: in sight of his own home, without
friend I.
which paid for all the stock, and left an over- hoofs that he was either lavin’ behint him. mounted his splendid war-horse "Old Wintand hurriedly made his way to the mai- aid. The gravestones in the churchyard w i!
the
Carand
M
i-~
Knox
ry,"
which
to
house.
must
have
with
faslisir,
hersilf,
sir,
repair
plus
:
kee of (’i donel ,1 etV. Davis.
Arriving at the ; uni in in-;' -taint nim ecu mem, •. en
penters were busy, and villagers who hap- tened her-ilf in the. bonuet-box in her room,
wounded Colonel's quarters, the General : moment, for they tell her how in a Ingle night
found
that
for
sure
the
to
that
extensive
and
the
girl,
pened
pass
way
Biddy,
Sally,
nagttr,
to the Colonel’s ninety-seven women of one little u mi wen
repairs were going on ; still no one presumed watched time about, both at once, after see-1 quickly dismounted, stepped
It <h• w i 1 -tax
her
to
his
to
and
she
to question the Quaker with respect
didn't gel out, and cot, grasped him by the hand, pressed it fer- i left wiiloweil ami ih -elate
retire,
ing
vently, and, almost overcome by emotion, ill her house ami shut out the suggestions ..i
plans. These repairs completed, furniture she’s not in there, sir, and—”
-said: “dell', you have saved us the day with I peril, still she must look out, anil sin
“Silence!" roared the colonel.
found its way into the house. A yoke of ox-,
down the street, one w hose luv.-ail
en were seen on the farm.
The villagers!
"Yis, yis. your sarvant.” cried Pat, placing your glorious "ritles"—let me confess that ; coming
Knox knew your worth and your mettle bel- [ ed away years and years ago, and ha- -ine,
were astonished to see the Quaker driving an his ear to the key-hole.
been missing.
! I is \ e-sel was -e a going out
ter that 1 did."
new
and
in
a
“Can
tell
said
the
colohorse,
me,
Patrick,’’
buggy,
you
elegant
riding
From that moment, throughout the war, j t»y the Have, bottom up, and when they told
lie received this note one day: “1 have ar- nel. “whether Lieutenant Davis' horse is in
rived all safe and sound. Please go ami get the stall?" said the colonel, at the same time and, indeed, until the death of President Tay- | this poor w oman all they knew, she prosed
lor, the warmest friendship exhisted between her hand- to her forehead, and east her glam
stepping to the door.
Mary and the children."
“lie is not. sir. and Ids sarvant protests it’s those old companions in arms. Even when out upon the waters, over w hich sin has-in
Friend Edgerton rode over to the next town
When ave-„ 1 arrive
and called on Mary’s father, and invited her a red skin as rode him away. Sure there's General Taylor was the Whig President of waited for his return.
and th(> children to go home with him and not another rider tin-aide ihe mild dart would the l,’nited States, anddellerson 1 >avis a 1 lem- she hurries to the landing and nothing d uim
make a visit. The invitation was accepted, get such jumps from a horse as the lieuten- oeratie 1 'nited States Senator from Mississippi, ing, ldr the long disappointment, wait- and
and they returned with the Quaker to his ant’s made when he was lavin’, and that ye amid all the political strifes of the time, no watches t() the end. How little can We Won
n m
house. On the afternoon of the next day, he can know be measuring the space ’twixl his feelings other than those of the purest,unself- tier, the premature decay, w hen w
her that to the inevitable sorrow ofwomeu'ish regard ever existed between them.
said: “Mary, I want to go to the railway tracks."
Let us trust, through hopeful augury, if lot, in whatever station, these ..tin". -, in', u
Thee and the children can stay with
station.
“Well,well, Patrick, go now."
that another reconciliation may and perpetual, are added.
Amy."
Away went the anxious Hibernian in eager naught else,
occur—that the people of our beloved country
lie went down to the station and fetched search for further light touching the mysteriSENTENCE FOR MURDER.
become again united under and acknowlDaniel, and left hint at his own house, where ous occurrences of the night. The faithful may obedience
Emulatto the Constitution.
Ih>sT"N. May
he had previously conveyed some provisions Patrick, wild with excitement, and trembling edge
the example of the illustrious hero of
It. ,\l
it was with apprehension regarding the safety of the ing
At the close of trial of Mrs. Nan.
and where lie was to pass the night,
us
Buena Vista, let
truly realize that, while dan, in Dedham for the murder ..flu rs.in-in
dark when friend Edgerton reached his home. “darlint Miss Knox," as well as for tic well
“to err is human,'’ it befits the brave to be
~i
d..
Next morning friend Edgerton said to Ma- being of his favorite lieutenant, passed hurlaw, the accused being allowed t
[X. Y. Dem- said—
and by his highly forgiving and magnanimous.
ry; “Mary, I suppose thee lias heard that I riedly front place to place,
|
ocrat.
have bought thy old place? I have got it agitated manner spreading serious alarm, as
| Gentlemen of the Jury : I have w thin- l >
1 am not guilty
1 am .’.if
titled up. and thee and the children shall ride a contagion in the tropics ; so that when the cosav, only this.
A Father’s Advice to his Son. Bob, you I
1 think thee lonel, little later, reached his front door, citover aster breakfast and see it.
ing to appear before God. hut hi- II wi
are
about
home
for
leaving
strange parts. ! not he found upon my hand-.
izens were approaching from every direction,
will like it."
and Ids practiced eye discovered that the You're going to throw me out of the game, ! The Jury ihi- morning r. mlered a verdict,
They rode over; and Man was surprised whole
is
The odds
agin you Bub, of murder in the lirst degree.
garrison was in commotion, as if mo- and go it alone.
to see the changes which had taken place.
to be led forth by him to but remember always that industry and permentarily
expecting
looked
over
first.
the
and
lower
rooms
They
the rescue of his beloved daughter and the severance are the winning cards; they are
1'ASIUNIT OF Joll.
over the mantle-piece, in the sitting-room,
Fvenhody i- ill the
who wore supposed to have the liowers. Book laming and all that sort habit of
was a frame, and under the glass, in large young lieutenant,
bragging on Job; anil Job did have
been captured by the hated “red-skins.” The of thing will do to till up with, like small
considerable bile paslumee, that's a fact ; bu
gold letters, were these words:
general excitement was greatly augmented, trumps, but you must have the, bowers to back I did he ever keep a district skulc Ibr si dollar'em
ain't
else
shucks.
If
lucks
runs
worth
NOT A 1)1101* MORE, DANIEL"’
half an hour afterwards, by the discovery that
they
a month and board around or run a countn
Lieut, (feorge Wilson (brotherof Hon. Thos. again you pretty strong don’t cave in and
newspaper?
Mary, on reading these words, said, “Oh, L. Wilson,
but
like
a
a sick chicken on
rainy day,
of Dubuque, Iowa), and Miss look
1 )rtl he ever rea pledged oats down hill on a
friend Edgerton, if Daniel could have said
hold your head up and make believe you are
of
were
also
(tenoral
Street,
Street,
daughter
hot
these words, and stuck to them, this beautilay, and hat all his gallus buttons bust
so
wont
hard
flush for trumps, they
agin
play
among the missing. The opinion prevails
once?
ful place might have stiil been his.”
I've lived and traveled around some, off at
you.
that
the
four
friends
had
been
young
Did he ever have the jumping toothache and
“Then, thee don't know where Daniel is?" generallyand
and I've, found out as soon as folks
Bob,
he
as
was
not
to
it
supcaptured
scalped,
be made tend the babe while his wile was o\ n
asked the Quaker.
that even the courage of those gallant anti thought you held a weak hand, they’ll all to Parkinses to a tea
“No. I have not heard anything of him posed
squall?
sorter
So
when
buck
you’re
agin you strong.
chivalrous young officers could permit them
I
Did he ever get up in the morning, aw ful
for more than three years."
to pass, especially with ladies, beyond the weak, keep on a bold front, but play cautious :
tuff
it
three
and
miles before breakfast to
“Thee would like to see him would thee
be satisfied with a p'int—many’s the hand J dry,
picket line, lienee, at an early hour, the good
a drink, and find that the man kept a tent
not?”
get
|
too
for
French pioneers of the prairie came from eve- I’ve seen euchred cause they played
i
house?
“Oh. yes! indeed 1 should."
much; keep your eyes well skinned, Bob, peraneo
ry direction mounted on their fleetest ponies,
Did he ever undertake to milk a kicking
“Let us walk up stairs."
on you ; recollect the game
don’t
let
’em
“nig'’
and
armed
butcher
with
knives,
guns, pistols,
heifer with a bushv tail, in tlv-time, out in a
As they went up the front stairs Daniel
as with the hands. |
etc., while the women wept in anguish over lays as much with the head
lot?
slipped down the back ones, and took his the loss of their favorites
for
Be
never
then,
drunk,
get
the
temperate;
of the fort. In
Did he ever set onto a litter of kittens in the
stand in the front room. When they returnwon't
no
matter
how
hand,
you
good your
midst of all this confusion, and before Coloold rocking chair, with his summer pantal unied, Mrs. Akin noticed a stalwart man stand- nel
it
both
bowers
and
to
;
the
know
how
Taylor had quite decided upon the precise ace wont save play for there’s sartiu to be a on?
ing in the room with his back to the door; course
you,
proper to he pursued, an old pioneer,
If he could do all these tilings, and praise
and started back for an instant. The Quakcalm and self-possessed than the great “miss-deal” or something wrong. And an- the Lord at the same time, all 1 have to -a\
Daniel turn- more
er saitf; “It is a friend, Mary.”
other thing, Bob, (this was spoken in a low
far
overthe
mass
about
him,
described,
prairie,
ed round; but in the man with the heavy
is, “Bully for Job,"—J. Bii.i.inos.
two gentlemen and two ladies on horseback, tone,) don't go to much on the women, queens
beard and moustache Mary did not recognize
is
kinder
the
more you have of
cards;
poor
the.
fort
with, apparently, possiher husband, Daniel advanced pi the spot approaching
A strage woman has just died iu Tennessee,
ble speed. Attention being called to the joy- ’em the worse for you. you might have three
where Mary was standing, and, in a voice
and all divining that they were the and nary a trump; l don't say discard ’em named Rebecca Freeman. While yet in her
ous
sight,
tremulous with emotion, exclaimed: “Don’t
all; if you get hold of one that's a trump it’s teens, and an orphan, she was engaged to be
missing lieutenants and ladies who, liy special all
you know* me, Mary?” We leave the reader
of Providence, must have escapgood ;and there’s sartiu to he one out of four. married; but her lover died, and sin- lieinterposition
to imagine what the meeting was.
Friend
And above all, Bob, be honest; never take a look herself to a cabin built on the top of a
wore hotly pui'sued by their merciless
but
ed,
Edgerton said he must go and see Amy, and
the whole body of impetuous and man's trick that don’t belong to you, nor slip high and rugged hill, in an impenetrable foraddressing himself to Mary, said “Mary, this captors,
brave,
hearted
Frenchmen were rushed with cards or “nig,” for then you can’t look your est, where she lived the life of a hermit until
house and farm are thine. Daniel has got the
She kept the
to the rescue, and were soon man in the face, and when that's the ease her death, at the age of 7J.
headlong
speed
to
thee.
and
them
Thee
can
will give
papers,
face to face with the late lost ones with whom there’s no fun in the game; it’s regular “cut white slippers and the apparel in which she
*
likes
as
thee
thee
will live
stay here, as long
remember was to have boon made a happy bride, until
greeted with such shouts of joy, it was throat." So now Bob, farewell;
happily once more, for that (pointing to the they
bo sure to win, and the day of her death, and would brood over
as had never before come from the what 1 tell you and you'll
averred,
frame over the mantelpiece, ‘N ot a drop more,
and hearts of men on that beautiful if you don’t, sarvos you right if you get those remembrances for half day at a time
Daniel,') is his motto now, and will be as long lips
Whenever the spirit of sadness fastened upon
“skunked.”
of the Dogs.”
“Prairie
as he lives,”
Daniel and his wife fell on their
her she went to her door and blew a long tin
To say that the two lieutenants and their
knees before the Lord. Their prayers were
for
fair companions were greatly as well as most
An itinerant quack doctor in Texas was ap- horn, bequeathed to her by her mother,
but
in
with
tears,
their
future
mingled
many
to by one of Col. Hayes’ rangers to ex- hours at a time.
these
at
surprised
plied
agreeably
unexpected
found
to
be answerlives those prayers were
greetings and cordial congratulations, would tract the iron point of an Indian arrow head
ed.
to convey a faint idea of their astonish- from his head, where it had been lodged for
They have a man in Mississippi so lean that
Several years have passed away since the be but
A rattlesnake
’struct this, stranger,” he makes no shadow at all.
I
cannot
ment.
indeed
no
of
sometime.
had
the
They
conception
above events occurred, and Daniel Akin, now
real cause of all this tumultuous rejoicing said the doctor, “bekaso to do so would go bit at his legs six times in vain, and retired in
an earnest Christian man, still sticks to his
until the old pioneer, before mentioned, rode nigh on to killin’ you; but 1 tell you what I disgust. He makes all hungry that look at
motto:
forward, and in accents of broken, almost can do. I can give you a pill that will melt him, and when the little children meet hitn in
“NOT A DROI* MORE, DANIEI.!”
the street they ruu home and cry for bread.
sobbing eloquence, depicted the inteusp ex- jt in your head."
>
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friends who may have communications, ohrvutions, fact*, suggestions, or anything ot iuwivsi.
ruining to this department, are requested to comnei>.ite the .'.imp to Dr. Putnam Simonton, Sear-port. who
.:! prepare the same for publication, it of sul!iei< nt im-
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CEDAR HEDGES-HOW TO CULTIVATE.
ODE

1 put up some cheap
which I rent for more lhan
tlie interest on the w lmh- investment. The ground1 have
I then prepan d for fruit and vegetables.
<

In answer to numernii- inquire w- will say that
'ling D easier than to give lb «v<lur any shape
id form yon may de-dre; and in tin* way of ornantal shrubbery, nothing i- more beautiful. In

apitol—co>| about *1000.

buildings

for

a

the occasion of decorating the graves of the
Sung
confederate dead, at Magnolia Cemetery. Charleston, K. c.

tenant

on

I.

nearlx every variety suited to Ihccliimte. including
‘*11 growing vigorously. My -t raw berries
fruit last week. My currant bu-he> a;
made
l h
mistake
ripe
yielded
great
u-ually
bending to the ground with fruit, and m «-urii.
n thi- i- in s- tting out too largo tr-For an orbeans and potatoes are sex era! in.dies high. Thi-i
cm nial lu’dg". four or five feet liigli, lim-t people
for such men as my friend Parker ,1. I»eals
try it get trees s or 1<* feet high, and cut tin in j the jdaee
and yourself: here i- wle r one can get the rew ard
ai tin* desired height.: thi- never makes a good
1 could not ndge. both becaim* the tic- arc badly injured in ! of hi- labor. Pb-a-e e\e\ise me. Dr..
1
and reh cutting, and do not thicken well at tin* bottom. si-tthe temptation to w rite \ .»u this xveek.
J >< »i><;
A. T.
main. truly your-. Ac..
ch
alwav- have a
hand-oili** of it-*]f and

igning in perennial

s

:

Sleep sweetly in your humble graves.—
sleep, martyrs of a fallen cause!
Though yet no marble column craves

g!\;p'

oily.
I'm 11Kin;i

■

The

-k.

straggling, woe-begone
Dig a -utlDDnth
way i-thi-*

Tli

here to pause.
ii.

j

bcilg.

pilgrim

■»

In seeds of laurel in the earth
The blossom of your fame is blown.
And somewhere, waiting for its birth.
'The shall N in tlw stone!

|

pi* *pcr
t,:,,.! ;iu-1 .I*p t r-’iich

ill.

Meanwhile, behalf the tardy } ears
Which keep in trust your storied tombs.
Behold! your sisters bring their lears.
And these memorial blooms.

BUTTER WAKING.
The following is from the address of lion. L. D.
<;risxx ord. of Lorain eountx, before the uhio Dairy-

v\ In*iv ill. b*. •!•_••• ’- l-» hr. -o-.l
ii---I.dy -ri the tic*-, taken up earth and all. as
n
11
la-t wci k : tin*
i1ii,• n• 1 -1 l--i
i.
men's Association :
no taller thm tin hedgi i- to be. with plenty !
IV.
Milk is the only article of food which in itself cor.limb- low ilun iK an*i tu be -cl thick together as j
Small tributes! but your shades will smile
of the elements which are required for the
ta insa
More proudly on these wn aths to-day.
!*•;
!•'«-r a hedge I or b Id. t high, om* fool ;
nourishment of the animal s\*tem. It feeds musThan when some cannon-mouldered pile
.1 a! the bottom and tap- ring to nothing at the]
Acshall overlook This bay.
cles and bom* and nerves; cartilage and l it
i- a good
from tin- -ides oI tin
proportion;
to a 1
nt analysis, it contains n one tlmucording
V.
L-,
cut in the lower limb- t«> six inches of tin*
suaid parts, water.'-Td; butter, 30: curd,
k i.n
eh side, and shorter a- you a-c-n-1.
from the skies!
hither
stoop, angels,
gar "f milk. 43.!): phosphate ut lime, 3.3.1: magneThere is no holier spot of ground
Dotin- outline, tin* frame-work »f the hedge,
sia. P_
inm, IT; cidoride of potassium, 1.1! ; soThan where defeated valor lies.
,p
na’nre will rapidly
Jill up; and every duly
dium of soda, tin. These proportions are according
By mourning beauty crowned!
onl Yiigu-t, with -onn* -hear-dn-ep .-hear- ale
The milk of cows not
to the food of the animal.
a.
very best that we have found—clip all the ends
“NOT A DROP MORE, DANIEL.”
properly fed will yield only l.o percent, of blitter,
iia-ti grow, top and sides, beyond tin* intended
while that of those properly fed, yields an overage
Daniel Akin had become a confirmed drunkFor tin* lirst year or two keep the trees well
of 3 per cent. The proper temperature of cream ard.
So fully had he conic under the domin,iuii. lie-1, and water orea-ionally in dry times.
for easy rising, is from f»0 deg. to 70 deg. Lower ion of his appetite, that he was perfectly mis<
For
mr.rs.
*-ii.ii; Lon on
om: <iiai*ki>
than this, it rises slowh and impeiTe. tly. Higher, erable when he could not obtain the means
ligle specimens, to occupy -ollle quiet Hook or and Indie a ad i- formed, ami the curd is soon sep- iif
gratifying his thirst. I fe had neglected his
o t
anywhere, tln-e are elegant. Most pro- arated from the
whey. This curd, our good house- amily till his wife's father had taken her and
Tin* whole -r« r- tthink they an* foreign In
lie had
wives occasionally form into the white balls called the children to the paternal roof,
ilii-:
In -one pasture land where handsome ee
Dutch cheese. Many acids produce the preparation spent all his substance in drink, and was kept
ir tre i*
stand --lit al->ne. each some di-tanee from
mealluded to in the unchanged milk, hut nothing has from the poorhousc only by performing
:i.
to in-im a good growth of
kindness
my other tre**.
been discovcrd so xwll adapted to the purpose as the nial services for his food, and by the
nab- on ill -'d-*-, select one <J or s feet high, with
of Thomas Kdgerton, a member of the Socifourth stomach of ihe calf, called rennet.
* lock
!! sides, from the ground upward-;
al v of Friends, who had known him from his
ig' Vo
an
ot
lias
•conic
important part
Butter-making
and who had a strong hope that, in the
ok- *11>
a •billy, earth and all. as before reeomyouth,
Jli«' dairy interest of this section. Vast improvecourse of time, he would see his folly, and
me d. well -et out and protect lik* tin: hedge: on
ments liave taker, place m the method of 1 mtt* 1*turn again into the right path.
-id.- eii f in the bra nr lie- so a- to make the diurnmaking since it" shilling” day-.
The leading publican of the place had let
al tie* bottom one fourth of the height of the
l o make e >od butter. cows should have sweet him have drink so
long as his money lasted,
tapering to nothing at tin* top.—thus making. feed. Le« ks ami
garlic must be kepi from them. but would trust him no longer, lie was
a live n feet high, tin* limbs at the bottom one
( leaiiliness is indispensable, in regard to the cow
lounging about the store, one bright, moon-t long.
A- with th-* hedge. verv mid-umimr !
\ ard. and allot* the implements of the dairy.
.Milklight evening, pleading with the publican to
bed off tin* end- wliii Ii pu-h bevoini this outline.
ing should be performed rapidly, and without inter- trust him for a drink—his reply was: “Xot a
1
tin 1 ■pur*-!.!- nling >hoot to give the tree
mission. or the row will be likely to withold ln-r drop more. Daniel!”
1 bight.
In two or three year- it will bo a
lie remained a while longer, and then left.
milk. Milk in pans, to attain the best results, should
k nia-- ->t !-• .uitiful foliage.
'Idle verv best 1 inn
not be more than t wo or three inches in depth.
The As the cool air of evening fell upon him, he
: ran-plant evergreen.- i- now.
Milk should be all at once gave utterance to his feelings in
cream which rises liist is best.
I i»-‘ iir. spruce and hemlock may be thickened
up skimmed for premium butter. "i\ hours after set- the following strain :
‘Xot a drop more,
(
ream,
while1
should
be kept in
accumulating,
•. by
cutting oil'hist year’s growth from all the ting.
Daniel.' Am 1 drunk or am I sober? I am
stone jars, and when quantities are added to it. the
! an In*-, but they do not bear so extensive
Did Hos‘Xot a drop more, Daniel.1
prun- whole mass should he stirred together. Some re- sober.
11i- the cedar.
Xo: but
commend sprinkling salt over the surface, churn kins think a drop would hurt me?
The churn should be the same temtwice a we< k.
lie has got all—got
was gone.
my
money
perature as tlie cream, about 00 deg. Fahrenheit.
SET OUT THE PLANTS.
I
even the Bible my mother
As to the kind of ehurn best for use, there are >o everything
!i i> now time to set mil dahlias and the varioiime ! He has got the boots which my wife,
gave
be
a
.selection
would
dillieult.
that
I
have
no
many
Here mueh taste and skill are faith in two or three minute churns. Butter can- with her own earnings, bought for Jennie.
'•'.'•ring ].hint-.
luii'ed so as to give proper ctfeet in theirarrange- not he properly gathered in so short a time, and ■Xot a drop more, Daniel.' Daniel, what say
there will be great waste. No churn surpasses tin.!• i<i, color.-. »Ve.
A tine llowa r-garden, tastefully
you to that ? I say so too. I once had good
old fashioned dasher.
A square box ehurn is also
nged, may he considered as a beautiful lady— good. Blitter should be worked with an instru- clothes, but now I have nothing but rags.
‘Xot a drop more, Daniel," till I have clothes
'ir.ah. she used to he called—tastefully
arrayed: ment rather than the warm hand. The l»e>t butter
makers do not wash their hutter in cold water.
A
again as good as when Mary and I were first
> he toilets of
both are made upon the very same
marble top with groov* around the side*., should be married.
I once had a good watch, but that
ineiplo : high or low >o a- to lengthen or shorten used in working, to remo\c buttermilk. The butter too is
gone 1 -Xot a drop more, Daniel,1 till
h- "I i'-et decorated, as iv .uircd: and all the color- should be rolled out thin, and tin buttermilk absorbed from the top. by means of a cloth which should In- ! have another as good as the one I pawned
i1 'pi• i'l> blending in harmon>
<• ;t-(o
give pleasure
frequently ringed and wrung. A repetition of this to Hoskins for drink. 1 have seen the day
md not pain to the e\ •
proc." will ultimately remove cvcr\ particle *fthe when I had a good horse and buggy, and
V- !•> tin si/e of plant-, rhe largest and tallest
butt* milk, which i> tic important thing in lira king could ride into town in as
good a style as any
butter. Butter made in tins \\ ay will keep.
g-•>"1
o th*
flolly lioek, and m xl.tln dahlia, should fee
man in the place.
‘Xot a drop more, Daniel,"
Common >aft b unlit for -all ing.
Ibn-k salt Hi on Id
•! in tie lee k ground : then the geranium trihe
An ounce, or til! I have another horse and buggy as good
always be Used, well pulverized.
1. advancing to the front, zinnias, tall asters, three-fourths of an ounce of -alt should In- used to as 1 once had.
I once had cows that furnishm n
-tocks. and so on down to “creeping a pound of butter. For the home market make it ed my family with butteraifd cheese, but Hosinto one pound halls and stamp it. It will he eager- kins has
:c.Mg-‘ 'ike tie ver’oena.
got them. ‘Xot a drop more, Danly sought for, at a higher prin—two .u- ihr* e cents
till those cows, or others as good, are
Met H
u_ tV-w
rs of the -ame kind together.
iel,"
the
common
article.
If
for
higher—than
designed
1 once had this wallet full of
and aimi'm r there, greatly in- home use, it should be packed from tic air in '.lorn- mine again.
‘Xot a
The milk room should he n tic north side of bills; but now not. a cent have 1 got.
jars.
in
e
etf.--t
of
tie-in: the nun !i hav|
the dwelling and well ventilated.
House Hies1
drop more. Daniel," till this wallet is welloc lie -if aura, rive fore- liiau the little, and the Jitshould be kepi out by s-Teeiis.
In a large dairy,:
filled again.'"
'in- ngriiif'edi-appearing in tile collective heau- tin- dairy house should be a separab building, reBy this time lie had readied the place where
mote from the yard and free from all bad odors.
c
If i
he many.
have ii near a spring of running water. he formerly resided, and, loaning tip against
l': mi ;
!’i \ si-.
The.se are the great charm possible
Another matt* r of importance b to give our cows tiie fence, lie mused a
long time in silence.
11' How -v
‘"d. u.
-alu i-wU,. von cannot ha\*•
"
Nothing i- richer thrombi.
.1
ao.ob l.oite-i
Uj.ur.l.Oo i>l:l.ee hv the light of
U..j
of
than
tin*
bedmonths
fa!!
SIM.IUI
th'1 moon, and lus eyes ranged over men,,.,,.
petu
SPECIALITIES IN FARMING.
Ida former should li-w 1*
and
*Th< i)aand farm, onee his own. lie tlion said to
\t< .»-!'•
wool grower himself: “Onee i owned this house and farm.
I- -ei ..lit from
An exchange -ay- that an
d- -ow n in the hou-t aid>
in \< nnoiit lias limniii di-gu-t-d v ith Iri- business, Here
I was the
go ecuN ldr
.mmeu.I' d some months ago.
my father and mother died.
ow ing to the low price of w »ol, uei lias determined
pride of their hearts: hut 1 brought down
•«I
would rai-e plants enough for -everal large
autm u.pcralions in
to gei rid «-f hi- sin
p and
1
hairs with sorrow to the grave!
'••1-: the white throat, the purple, ami tin-while, anew I i n
factory. This is their gray
by building a eh
Here 1 began my married life: and all that
<■! that impatience
iml one of th' many in-tanih- m a
II '•'male, we think are- the In -i one-.
Here .Mary and
w hieh
haraetcri/e- Am ri- :.n farming.
At one heart could wish was mine.
ot apart each way.
tine (lie «tirrciu set- in the direction of hops, owing I took comfort
till Hoskins came
together,
I
is
i’ll
n!
I III
\KKItl NA.
111til*' «|lli
’i.-,Ming to tic high ruling of that article in tin market. Kvand opened his rum shop; and now he calls
;\\ body i- hop mad, am; unnumbered acres arc
j.Lull-. They arc good for nothing raised from
it his.
In that south room my children were
a d< led to the area devoted tothc
sjiecdily
production
-<
!-. -ii;;- from known varieties, routed and potOh, how
of this commodity.
If the seasons prove propi- born, and there my Jennie died.
d in t !n* liuij-e. ire th
only one- to He trusted to. tious. production largely exceeds consumption, sorrowful she looked when she saw me take
feeii houses are th
proper places to get them, prices tall, producers get disgusted, throw up the her boots and start for the store to pawn them
business : ml ru-li into something else which, for
sick upon the bed!
■■-ting from 1 ‘1 t«» 2"> cents eaeh. Formerly \v«*
the time being, promises more remunerative results. for nun, while she lay
-upi-lied from Bangor and Boston; hut laic This becomes overdone in itsturu.aud so on till the And then how she begged of me never to
I can see her now ;
ll'*n. Mr. Me(iil\er\, of >ear<port, ha- *up- cycle of change brings the parties back to the point strike her mother again!
be it wool or hops.
The man- her
her wasted lonn;—but she can’i it-, and can a few other persons, with llower whence they started,
face,
pale
ulacture of cheese by the factory system is now one
And oh, my wife,
not come to me again.
an:- t,f various kind-.—the verhciia among them—
of tin- predominant hobbies at many new points,
It was not
•th h-iier in <|ualii> and less in eo-d thaiFean be especially in tin* North and West, and is bound to how shamefully 1 abused her!
No, it was Hoskins’
elsewhere.
The verbena being a native of be put through till, like the Vermont wool grower, your Daniel that did it.
at low rates, and turn to some- accursed rum!
No wonder you were taken
h- n.
line -, deiights in fresh, rich soil, with many get disgusted
thing that has a more promising look. It is this from me by those who loved you, and would
a soil with Midi
'ir> and warm expo-un
impatience under adverse circumstances, causing not see
in
you abused. They won’t have me
and ill it Is best: and if to be raised on the same frequent changing of farm production, which keeps
the house. They won’t let me live with you.
tin- markt t in a fluctuating -tab—causing a scarcity
-lot yeai aftel \ ear, the earth should be removed
of a particular product at one time and a super- -Not a
drop more, Daniel,’ till this house is
■-cry >ear :111< 1 fresh earth put in it- -lead. As I abumlnnci at another. What i-trim of sheep hus- mine
‘Not a drop more, Daniel,’ till
again.
ia*ir bright color- hnrmoiiizc hi well with green, a i lmmlry, dairying and hop growing, i- so also with
'liese broad acres are again in my possession,
r* -|
ct
to
oilier
commercial
and
commodities,
many
raised a tool high in a green lawn is very heiuand the wife and children that are living, are
will remain -o til!
more equable temper guides the
nl.
fhe\ spread by their \ ine-, taking root wIim* !j
operation- of the agricultural community. If a man in yonder rooms and we are, a happy family
a
iuinls touch the -oil; so to peg them do\\ n at ha> gone largely into the producing of any particu- Once mure.
‘Not a drop more, Daniel.’ Help
joint-, and throw a handful of earth o\vr lar thing, and competition ha- bceoun extensive, he me, my God, till ail these things are accomshould not get di-gu-ted ami. like a child in a pet.
I thank you, Hoskins, for these
part -. greatly hasten* their spreading.
east away or dispose at whole-ale of what he has. plished!
I shall not forget them.”
On the contrary, im should keep cool. diminish words.
He had become so much occupied with his
CORN WHAT KINDS TO PLANT.
gradually the production of that of which the marA gn at man} kinds of Indian corn are reeom- ket -how- a superabundance, diversify the crops on thoughts, and spoken in a tone so loud, that
his farm till be lias a surplus of all kinds ready for
lie had not noticed (lie wagon, which by this
nded in hook-, agricultural papers, and orally, market when the season for
selling comes round.
time had reached the road, in which was seatmail} perv.iis, for culture; hut extensive impli- l»y pursuing this course farmers would rarely have
occasion to get “disgusted” with the price of ed the kind-hearted Quaker before mentionaiiiong mini'I mi- farmers of this region linos jii-t
th- ircommodities, and would avoid the losses which
He stopped his horse, and heard dis•Mil} one—the etgjit rowed— ;is the trite thing for too oiler, arise from devoting all their capital and ed,
the language Daniel used. As he
field culture.
labor to a-ingle farm product. [Rural New Yorker. tinctly
closed his soliloquy he turned and saw Thomas
A- to green corn, our own experience !>,—for
Edgerlon. who said : “Daniel does thee mean
odv, tlie ( anada; later, the eight rowed; latest,
STRAW FOR HORSES.
to keep thv vow ?”
ii' -Wet W llite.
The value of straw as a feeding substance was
es, Inend hugerton, 1 do.
Kxperieiieed farmers -ay, a- we also read in the never heller proved than by the following fact: A
“Then
1ms promised a great many times
number
of
linn having a large
heavy wagon horses,
•
peps, that seed corn well covered w ith common
What, makes thee
had frequent occasion for tin* veterinary surgeon thee’d drink no more.
:ir is -afe from th*
row-.
\\
have never tested until
they were recommended |<» mix a certain por- think thee will keep thy vow this time?'1
he
!
but
ii
it.
better than planting il in an lion of tine cut straw with the clover hay. This lias
judge
“I know, friend Edgerton, l have often
may
out-of-ihe-wav eh-aring in the woods where the j been practised now for some years, and their bill i vowed i would drink no more; tint now I
for doctoring is at a minimum. Tin-partner of the
'••w-eouMnd find it, a- an Irish acquaintance ifeel different from what 1 have felt before;
; linn, who told me this, said how advantageous it |
aid to 11a\«• done.
And should ail} as we trust ; was not to be deprived, .*i" they formerly were, of my heart is almost broken, and 1 feel my
several horso—to sa\ nothing of the saving i:i < \- weakness; and I believe God will help me
mail} w ill, rai-e good, yellow, shiny corn enough
pciisc and loss. Tlic fact i<, the food was too rich thi- time.”
to ha\i ui iild fashioned husking, such as was tin*
< r too
mucilaginous, for 1 have often hern told that
“God grant that it may he so! Daniel, get
I light of youth in day- of yore, we hope not to he ! tine
hay. unmixed with straw clialf, balls in the
Thee must be hungry;
thus is 1 suppose, deprived of action in and take a seat.
stomach'and
in
the
invitations; and a- to the proprietor
rgotten
of the gastric juices. Wo know that too much suc- j go home with me.”
Mid editor-in-chief "I this paper, he, being a good
culent, or rich* grasses are injurious, and no doubt
On the
the Quaker drew out of him
••king, smart, jovial, \oung bachelor, would not straw chalV mixed with it acts mechanically, if not all that hasway,
been written, and he advised him
!
Licet to being present when the red ears go round. chemically, with advantage. It would he well for
to go to California.
He told him to go to
our agricultural iriemls to know that for several
1
thousand horses belonging to the London General New York, and work Ids way round the Cape.
|
GARDENING IN THE SUNNY SOUTH.
j omnibus Company, the food is all passed through He decided to do so. The Quaker kindly
With much pleasure we insert the letter below the chaff cutter with. I believe, a certain proportion
promised to furnish him with suitable clothof straw. While spring grazing our bullocks tares,
roin an intelligent gentlemen who was a native
ing.
in
as
their early growth, lmt
I we mix straw with it
'tel long a resilient of this region—Searsport,—
‘■Thee would like to see thy wife and chil| they advance to flowering and podding, this is not
‘hating those portions commendatory of our labors required, because there is much wheat and oats dren before thee goes?”
with
which gets intermixed on passing
“1 should, but they have become so esin th‘*s« •olumns,
arising, no doubt, more from the I grown the this,
clialf machine. [J. Mechi.
tranged trotn me, if 1 went, perhaps they
partiality «.t friendship than any merit of their own. ! through
would not believe me. I think it will be bet\\
h«*p«* t<. hear from him often; especially on this
A Preparation of Glycerine.-—Four parts
ter they should not know where 1 am.
I
'■** '‘ i’al
1'"
persons from this vicinity having | by weight, of yolk of egg, to he rubbed in a mortar
with live parts of glycerine. This compound has want to surprise them; and hope to do so, by
~"Ue P* tanning near
j
and
in
Northern
Washington
! the consistency of honey, is unctuous, like fatty ^dicoining back a sober man, and with money
Virginia, what i> their success and what the in- stances
but is easily removed by water, Appli d to
to make them comfortable.
I prefer
other
ducements for
persons With smallish capital tlie skin, it forms a varnish, which effectually pre- enough
that you and your wife should be the only
ml industrious habits, to try it.—as to climate, soil, vents tin* action of the air. It allays the itching in
It is unalterable, and can he persons in the place who shall know where I
cutaneous affections.
pro lit, society and the average of all those things
am. or what 1 am doing.”
exposed to the air for an indefinite period.
ot
:i
v. liieh make
the
Well-being
Up
family, as comTlius, while riding toward the quiet fartnTo Ptf.vknt Canker Worms from Ascf.ni>- house of the
; ired to Maine;'
;
Quaker, the whole thing was arTake cotton hatting, cut it
inc Fin n Trees,
W \S||IN(. ION, J>. <
When they reached the farm, the
May IT, 1N09
ranged.
about
six
inches
and
to
round
wide,
long enough
go
|
l)r. I*. SiM.txroN.
My dear Sir:—I have been a the tree; tie it in the middle with strong twine, very horse was put into the barn, and they'entered
As they seated themselves before
-nstant reader of the Republican Journal nearly I tight, then turn the. upper part down and the work the house.
i L done—this is to be (lone before the frost is out of the lire, the Quaker said to his wife,
!
“Amy,
ty years. [ continue to read it, and of late with the ground. I have tried it, and some of my
neigh- ; thee can put on another plate. Daniel will
uewed pleasure, (partieulauly the articles furnishbors, and saved our fruit. The expense is trifling.
us a few days, and then he is
with
stay
going
d by you. 1 hope you will continue your contrii
not for the improved machinery now in to California.”
butions.) * * * I cannot perhaps contribute any- use hero itour
The good Quaker felt confident Daniel
upon
farms, particularly reapers.’ mowers
thing worthy of note, but i would like to inform and thrordimg-maehines,
it would be utterly im- would keep his word this time.
At the end
b»
>ou that there is much more satisfaction m gardenthe
home consumption of grain of a few
possible supply
was in readiness.
days
everything
in
this
1
the
was
all
cut
country.
grain
Supposing
by
ug and fruit raising here than in Maine. Last year
the old-fashioned sickle, the price of Hour would be The old horse was harnessed, and, before
i purchased a lot containing about one third of an
so high as to prevent the
classes in our daylight, Daniel Akin was on his way to the
laboriug
a re.
It is sitnated about a Imlf mile east of the
cities from tisiug the artiole.
! railway station: he had not been in the vil■
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A BELFAST EXCURSION TOWARDS MOOSEHEAD LAKE. WHAT WAS!SEEN AND EX-

3 aunxal.

£itpublican

PERIENCED.
TIIK EXPEDITION.

THl'HSDAY, JI NK 8, 1869.

conformity with previous arrangements, and
prompted by a desire to learn hv personal inspection. something of the region of the Upper Kennebec, and its relations to onr city, a party of the
In

TIICKSUAY MORNING,

PIIHI.ISIIKI) RVKUY

—BY —

SV 1 1,1,1AM

SIMPSON.

H.

on Wednesday the 2fith. turned
their faces toward the setting sun. it had been the
considerable
; intention to make the exploration in
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2,00 a year;
within the year, $2,50; at the expiration of the year, $3,00. force, ami invitations had been given out numerAdvertising Terms. For one square, (one inch oi
length in column,) $1,25lor three weeks, and 25 cents tor ously.
wiio didn T co.
A fraction of a square
.ach subsequent insertion.
charged as a full one.
But somehow we Belfasters tie ourselves to the
business rather closer than the men of
Administrators, Executors and Guardians de- routine of
siring their advertisements published in the Journal, will other localities—and so it fell out that, like the
please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so diguests bidden to the Supper in tile Parable, some
ectod is withheld irora this paper.
had purchased a piece of ground, some lmd bought
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers oxen, and some had married wives, and so couldn't
changed, must state the Post Office to which the paper come. Without presuming to say what either of
has been sent as well as that to which it is to go.
these classes gained by staying at home—the story
M. Pettengii.l & Co., 0 State St., Boston, aDd of what they lost, these pages shall recite.
for
3? Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agepts
WHO DID CO.
procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertisements.
The roll of those who put aside the business of
«*S. R Niles, No. Scollay's Building, Court Street,
Busto. is authorized to receive advertisements for this
to-day for ttie public service, and forgot the smaller
paper.
p. Rowki.i. & Co., 40 Park Row, New \ork, gains of the present, in the magnificent promises of
will receh advertisements tor this paper, at the lowest the
future, is brief. We chronicle it lints—
1 heir orders will always receive prompt attention.
rates.
A. Hayford Esq.. President of the Belfast and

citizens of Belfast,

PROPRIETOR.

AND

EDITOR

j

Mooseliead Lake Railroad, and Mayor of Belfast.

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date on
thi- colored slips* attached to the paper. It is the only
uiiii oi
receipt now used. For instance, 15 May t>»,
When
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
new payment is made, the date will be immediately
•hanged to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent
with every piper. Sub'Criber-* in arrears arc requested
t‘> forward the sums due.
1n sending money, state THE POST OFFICE to
which the paper is sent.^fflfr

W. T.

Railroad Director and Treafirm believer in progress, railroad in-

Colburn, Esq.

surer, and
cluded.

a

Reuben Sibley, Esq., Railroad Director, and Importer of sugar and molasses.
II. N. Lancaster, Esq., Railroad Director, stage

proprietor, a former traveller over t lie route,
“guide, philosopher and friend’’ to the party.

rORMER TRADE WITH THE KENNEBEC.

and

C'ol. Silas Fuller, Alderman of the city amt merHie railroad connection at Kendall’s Mills chant.
ill only give to this city the trade that in
Capt. E. II. llemman. late cl snip ivannm—a
(lie
former w ar- came here, with the addition of man of varied and profitable briny experience
world over, of much observation, “its lie sailed, as
licit consequent on the developement of the
he sailed," and ready to washout some of the salt
.•oiintry. When the State alb rded no better from his composition with the fresh water of the intransportation to the interior than that afford- terior.
The Editor hereof, as public benefactor and hised by the common roads, the advantage of
■

communication to Belfast for

ater

w

de-tlned for the upper Kennebec
(lov. Coburn asked us, at
-eeu.

goods
readily
Skowhegan

was

l:i- t week, while we were examining an axela.-tory, whether Kelley still made axes at Bel-

torian of the

expedition.

nOW WE WENT.

Lancaster paraded a pair of handsome sorrels from the stable of
the firm, attached to a carryall in which were be-

departure

The

was

not

imposing.

stowed the Treasurer, the Mariner and himself. The

only Bel- Mayor's handsome chestnut mares, smooth as smelts
formerly
and active as cats on the steep hills that we encounfast axes in our lumbering operations, and a
tered, were harnessed to a light “sundown." of the
of
and
were
our
large part
supplies
goods
kind that they get up so faithfully and handsomely
Said he.

1

la-d

used

We

hauled overland from Belfast.”

at Union,—to the spare seat in which the historian
and very significant fact was in\ ited. The remainder of the party, detained
ii seems that the building of railroads by business, took a later start. To the irreverent
to II-.
from Augusta and Portland has taken away, wags who gathered round, with inquiries touching
the amount and variety of the refreshments we had
the
the trade we
had,

This

was

means

again

a

new

superior
provided, there was no reply deigned—they were
placed unworthy of notice. And so despite the heavy
building of a clouds that rolled up in the west, with intermittent

formerly

by

of t ran sport at ion.

When

on

equal

by

terms,

the

we are

railroad, llii- trade will come hack toils.
growls of thunder, and a thrusting out of lightning
Our fathers had this fact in view when daggers, we began to climb the western hills.
THE I.ORT) RAI.NETII.
thirty-three years ago they surveyed the route
at first, as prudent men will tilleisurely
Driving
of the
surrailroad. The line of that

tjuehee

wavs

do at

the commencement of

a

journey,

we

d"es not vary four miles from the route
passed through Waldo, across the southerly part of
of the Belfast and Moosehead Bake railroad, Brooks, and in the northerly edge of Knox encounif we connect at Kendall’s Mills.
Starting tered the surveying party, under Mr. Mortimer,
making the working survey towards Unity. They
from Belfast, it crossed the country by Unity,
‘■■truck the Kennebec above Kendall's Mills, were operating under the disadvantages of a sultry
day and swarms of mosquitoes. A little further
passed through Skowhegan, Solon, and soon and the long threatened rain descended, in gentle
bv the foot of the Bake, to the St. Lawrence. showers at lirst, and
finally in a young deluge. Then
They saw what we can see to-day, if we are lie who hail jeered at the historian for taking a light
and pliable rubber coat was brought to confusion.
not wilfully blind, that the Upper Kennebec
and the basin about M oosehead Bake consti- It dkt good service.
vev

large, fertile and exliailstless region,
licit must yearly increase in population and
productiveness- and that the open harbor of

tute

a

Belfast
The

imple

fifty

is

oilier salt

miles

nearer

to it than any

The chill air made landlord

w.ntei.

ease

UNITY.

The constant pattering of the hoofs, chiming with
the rain, brought us at a late hour to "where the
brethren dwell together in Unity," lirst made apparent by the blue gleam of the handsome lake.

needs

no

statement.

Dyer’s

woodlires very

and his supper acceptable. One of the
other argument than this comfortable,
party who had been looking after the horses, came

the trees Just bursting into leaf. The bobolink, (he
A LOOK AT THE ANTIQUITIES.
in the same town pie-bald harlequin of the fields, as the Quaker poet
Proceeding across the river, our train stopped at
(Fairfield) and have a splendid waterpower made by calls him, “drunk with air and light,” swung from the ancient block house on the point made by the
a dam across the river with ten feet head.
They the bending shrubs and filled the air with his tink- Sebasticook falling into the Kennebec. This was
are stocked with the finest and most improved ma- ling melody. In the west the mountains of the Old the
location of Fort Halifax, as we are informed by
chinery of every description. Wing & Bates pro- Blue ridge rose tip against the sky, seamed with Hon. Joseph Williamson. It was a large fortificaduce annually 5 millions, principally long lumber lingering snow drifts, contrasting with the summer tion for
that day, erected in 1 Tot. by Gov. Shirley,
K. & T. Lawrence, about 3 millions. Dow & Co, sights and sounds below.
\\ c were fortunate in of
Massachusetts, as a protection against the Inat their furniture factory, employ 8 hands and use having a seat beside .Judge Rice, who made the hours dians. The main
fortress was long since obliteraiirtO.OOO of lumber yearly.
lighter by his intimate knowledge of the country, ted, but (he corner stone was saved, and is now a
All the lumber that is made at these mills and at as well as by piquant anecdote and story, lie re- relic in the
State House at Augusta. Tljp blockKendall's Mills,goes by ears to Portland, at a cost of lated his experience at a steamboat accident on Long house that still stands was an
out-post of the main
83.00 per thousand. The past year Totman & Co Island Sound last year,—the same occasion on which work. It was built of
hewn logs, is 25 feet square,
alone have sent titty car-loads. Their sugar, molas- our friend Lancaster, of Bangor, has so often as- and two stories
high, the upper story projecting ov er
ses, and goods of all description come from Portland. sured us he expected to “pass in his checks.” The the lower one.
Narrow loop-holes for firing on asthat
lie
the
terms
of
the
lease,
remembered
incident might lie entitled
Let it
by
sailants are cut in the logs. The timbers arc much
all descriptions of freight are to be carried at the
LEGS VS. I.ll-'E PRESERVERS.
hacked on the outside by efforts of visitors to cut
It
same rate per mile to Belfast as to other points.
One of the large steamers of the Bristol line, out the bullets fired into it in the days when the
is SO miles to Portland, and 3.8 to Belfast.
crowded with passengers, by some mysterious heathen raged around the walls. The old structure
THE REAR GUARD COME UP.
means sprang a leak, and got so full of water as to is fast going to decay. The timbers that braced the
Messrs Sibley and Fuller, who had remained at have a
terrible “list” or heel, from w hich she could heavy roof have rotted down. It is iguominiouslv
home until Thursday morning, joined us here.
not be recovered. Great alarm ensued among the used as a cow-house, and will soon be a thing of the
OUR TRAIN ARRIVES.
passengers, and there was much parading in scant past. The mind of the thoughtful visitor contrasted
About one o’clock the special train arrived from
drapery. The Judge, who is a very tall man, some- this monument of the toils and trials of our foreAugusta bringing lion. I!. D. Rice, President of the thing over six feet, put in an appearance at an
early fathers, with the locomotive that quietly smoked h\
Kennebec road, Ex-fiov. Coburn and Col. Darius
hour, with clothing enough for propriety, and pro- its side, and the elegant car, typical of the power,
Lincoln
Directors,
and
L.
L.
Alden.
Esq,Superinten- vided with the life preserver from his room. A the comfort and security of the present.
dent. Col. Wildes. Engineer, came from SkowheBy invitation of Joseph Eaton, Esq. of Winslow,
rough specimen of the western frontiersman, ungan, and we were joined by Mr. Totman, of Ken- dismayed
by the danger, was curious to know what we visited the old cemetery of the town to see the
dall's Mills.
We speedily set off over the road the life
preserver was for. The Judge, always po- quaint inscriptions over the graves of the early setnorthward, remarking the excellent quality of the lite, explained its use.
“Why, confound it,” was tlets. One of these we copied. It read as follow
soil, the thrifty air of the farms and buildings, and the
Here lies the body of
rejoinder, as he ran his eye over the distance
generally prosperous appearance of the country.
111CIIA U D T II O 31 A S
from his informer’s head to feet,—“Confound it, you
The road winds along the western bank of the rivdon't need that. You can wade ashore!’’ Not even
An inglishman bv birth,
er. which is constantly in view, now swollen by the
a whig of
the apprehension of grim death suppressed a conspring flood, and bearing on its bosom thousands of tagious
By occupation a cooper,
laugh.
Now food for worms.
[line logs brought from Mooseliead Lake and its
SOLON.
Like an old Bum Puncheon,
tributaries. The reader will remember that the KenThis is a beautiful village, as neat as handsome
Marked, numbered and shocked.
nebec is the outlet, and the only one, of the lake we
He will be raised again
dwellings and lieautifully kept grounds can make
And finished by bis Creator.
are striving to reach, and that by this route we are
it. Fall Brook, which here empties into the KenHe died Sept. H, 1*21,
pursuing the course that the Creator directed the
nebec, furnishes power for a large grist-mill, a carAged 75.
water to run.
A few minutes more the whistle
riage factory, 2 saw mills, and 2 carding and cloth
America,
sounded, we saw the spires of a large town ahead,
my adopted Country.
dressing mills. The stores dispose of about $100,Mv best advice to you is this—
the train shot across the river, between the banks
000 worth of goods annually, o. It. Bachellor, Ksq.,
Take care of your Liberties.
of which and beneath us the river roared and foamhere joined our party.
Once more occupying the car, we returned to Kened,—putted up at the station, and we were in
CAKKITUXK FAI.I.S,
dall's Mills, where the railroad people all dined toSKOWlIKOAX.
just above the village of Solon, is a narrow rocky gether.
The telegraph had told our coining, so carriages
gorge, where the river rushes, roaring and foamHOMEWARD HOUND.
were in readiness to take the party to the hotel,
ing, through a space not over 100 t'cel wide. As a
Bidding adieu to our kind entertainers, who had
where dinner was in readiness. We were driven
water power it is unsurpassed, and will soon he
treated us with more than generous hospitality, we
to the Brewster House, kept by S. C. Brcswter, Esq.,
improved. Since the lease of our road, parties have turned our faces toward the east.
an elegant hotel, containing over 100 rooms, and
Despite the bad
endeavored to buy the location, but the owners had
supplied with all modern conveniences and comforts. got their ideal' up, aud declined to sell. We found roads and steep hills, the hands o the old church
clock indicated but 7 P. M. as we came over tId- hill
To the excellent landlord and liis attentive clerk E.
tlie speculative movement general along the route.
and looked down upon the city.
B. Mayberry Esq, Hie party are much indebted.
At these falls for a year past there lias remained a
FINIS.
Having dined, we sallied out on a tour of inspection, jam of logs, containing ten million feet, which was
under the guidance of Ex-Gov. Coburn and Col.
Those who come late to tea are proverbially illreleased only a few weeks since.
Wildes. The new block containing the public hall,
for. With a care for the several houseTo this point the river flows smoothly from the provided
first engaged our attention. The ball is 02 by 100
holds as well as regard for ourselves, it was deforks, just below Moosehead Lake, about 30 miles,
The
termined to round off the occasion with a supper
feet, with stage, galleries, ante-rooms, Ac.
and might lie navigated by light steamers.
The
at Dodge's. The thoughtful cart of Mr. Lincoln,
ceiling and wall are elegantly frescoed, and the stage same vein of slate that
in
out
crops
Piscataquis
furnished with a handsomely painted drop curtain.
of the Portland * Kennebec lined,
County crosses the river just above Solon, and could Superintendent
The upper portion also contains the rooms devoted
had bestowed in one of the vehicles an iced packbe easily worked.
to the Masonic fraternity, whose lodge room is fitage containing three large and beautiful trout, lured
niN'GITAM.
from their home in some of the clear lakes to the
ted up with surprising elegance. We observed upone
o'clock
we
the
our
reached
limits
of
By
trip,
on the walls portraits of our fellow townsmen the
northward of Skowhegan. These were deposited
only 20 miles from the Lake, and pulled up at the
Messrs. Chase, father and son, who have been suc- neat
hotel of Sir. Jones. The telegraph had told of with Dodge, with instructions to prepare a supper.
In an hour thereafter, five hungry men drew
cessively Grand Masters. The public offices of the our coming, and a nice dinner was in readiness.
town are in this block—also a large social library.
We have observed that the roads travelled by lum- chairs around an oval table in one of the snug
Underneath are five elegant stores.
The block,
bermen have always excellent taverns. Whether apartments. The agreeable and neat-handed lady
which is owned by an association, was built at a
of the establishment had order si everything well.
poor ones arc not tolerated, and arc pried into the
cost of SfiO.000, and pays well on the investment.
:
stream to go down with the "drive," we can’t say, The fish, browned to a nicety, were temptingly disTIIK MAXl'FACTOltlES
but they are never found. Alter dinner the difficult played, flanked by fried potatoes, and fragrant cups
of tea. A noted epicure is reported to have exan eminence to get a view of the
We next proceeded on a tour of inspection of the feat of
the opinion that "A turkey is an unhandy
water power, and the way in which it is made use- country was performed—but it paid for the labor. pressed
bird—too much for one, and not enough for two."
The
rich
ful. The river at this point is divided by an island, j
basin of the riv er bottom spread out like a
We found our three fish juste pattern for the party.
of rocky formation, around the sides of which the 1 garden, green with verdure, and full of promise of
And as one after another ueelared appetite vanriver foams in a quick descent. Dams at this point rich crops. We next adjourned to a deep pool in
and withdrew from the contest, there wamake its force available and the sides of the island the stream to see the mariner eatch trout—hut failed quished,
in expression of gladness mat the Sabbath interarc lined with factories.
The following gives an im- to see the tisli come out. There was an attempt
vened between that evening and the work-day
made to establish a connection between that fishing
perfect idea of the most noteworthy—
world, thus affording quiet for reflection upon the
Burrell A Co, Corn and (lour mill—grinding gen- and the trout we had for supper at Skowhcgan.hut
glory, the beauty and the liberality of the upper
it
failed
the
the
rule
of
evidence
as
cargo.
laid
down
utterly
by
erally by
Kennehee.
Gould and Willey, Foundry and Machine shop.
by the Court, and illustrated bv a parallel case.
S. [.. Gould A Co. Plough Manufacturers.
Bingham limy be called the frontier village. The
LETTER FROM PORTLANDW.C. Houghton A Co, woodworkers, turners Ac. country above, upon the river, is well settled, but
Correa pondenct ol the Journal.
Three hours
—make large quantities of croquette setts for the there are no considerable villages.
SOMERSET MILLS.

These are three miles

above,

|

climbing

|

western

O. A. Bartlett A Co. manufacture horse rakes and
in haste for the writer hereof to go with him
and see “some old friends." Proceeding to an out velocipedes 1
TEFFT AT STOCKTON.
('has. M. Bailey, employs 70hands in the manuhouse, we were introduced to—what, do you think,
Wo have received, too late for insertion reader?
of oil floor cloths, A mineral in the neighWhy a couple of velocipedes! The fully l'aeturc
tiii- week, a communication relative to the had reached even this interior town, where the hum- borhood is quarried and ground for the purpose of
foolish performance of the Revered Tefft, at bug had lived its brief hour, and died the inevitable giving body to the paint. They grind of this 1000
ton- yearly.
Formerly it came from Xew York.
Stock ton last Sunday.
It was Decoration death of its kind, leaving only these stranded
■White A Thine are building a new sash and blind
Im-ithe
wrecks behind. In the

of all creeds and all rebeliefs
with
bowed hearts and cliasligions
^
o,
in the

Day—when people

|Mui.i|/.ue

...........

evening

ness men

of the town

There is but

one

calki^vfeitf^ tiie roii^

voice, and that is for

a

connection

l'"il!irnet"N\,(ior!i',,'n\

e

manufacturer—makes 1000

dozen annually.
«
Stewart. Williams A Co, axe makers, run nine
trip-hammers, and make5000 dozen axes annually.
They are sent all over the country, especially to the
.Some of their patterns are very curious, bewest.

ed the arteries and other vital portions of the head,
Petit might lie less seven on his opponents,
and lies hidden among the muscles or beside the
if In would lei his memory go hack to the
spine at the back of the neck. An opening back of
day when lie was a fieri e pro-slavery Demo- one ear, from which a discharge escapes, indicates
H

e

remember

dig prayer he made
n
n

to
at

have heard the open
a

meeting

at

Bangor,

the winter of isiln, just after John Brown
id been hung,—a meeting called to assure

the Southern

of the woods, and the boring anil mortising—the
machines being the invention of mechanics emsomething of its position, as well as the fact that the ployed in the establishment.
W. F. Bacon makes Johnson’s force-pumps, of
hearing of that side is destroyed, but the surgeons
advise against an attempt to extract it. IIow much which several handsome samples were exhibited.
lead is carried about unwillingly by the citizens of
II. M. Foster has an fixe factory, which lias just
this

republic,

north and south, that but for the late gone into operation.
11. A. Lyon & Co, have
reposing in the bowels

people that there were men in unpleasantness might still be
the North who sympathized with them, and of the harmless earth I
OX THE UOAI)
in tilled the hanging of Brown. He was then

AHAIX.

After a night's rest disturbed somewhat by the
radically proslaverv as he is now radical
for the oppression of the South.
The great eccentricities of a dancing party, we arose in the
refreshed. The Mayor found that one of
ehangi took place about the time Lincoln morning
the vagaries of some guest consisted in appropriahim a little commission to
to Sweden.
a

gav

go

e

()m Stockton friends did not know what

they
Had they understood that they
w ere getting.
w ere to he addressed hv a stick of
very light
drill-dull', that goes whither the popular tide
How
they w ould not feel so disappointed.

one of a pair of handsome matched horse-hlankets, used only for standing coverings for his horses.
The road towards Kendall's Mills, and so of course

ting

of the railroad route, is remarkably level, consisting
of sandy and alluvial soil, with no rock cuttings.
The most formidable obstacle, in appearance, that

encountered was a bridge across the Scbasticook, that the spring flood had twisted into someTHE OFFER OF THE KENNEBEC ROAD.
thing like the letter S. If it isn't dangerous, its apWe are authorized to say that tlie-, Portland pearance is deceptive. We can't speak well of it,
and Kennebec Railroad < 'ompatiy have amend- though we did get safely over.
KENDAEl/S MILLS.
ed their contract for a lease, and will present
Crossing the majestic Kennebec whore it is broken
we

the stockholders meeting in legal
by an island, and crossed by bridges, we drove to
It is to pay interest on the cost of the the neat hotel of the
place. While waiting for the
road. *_’(>.ooo per mil
including the cost of special engine and car, which Me were informed
the bridge. Or, in oilier words, if the bridge would bo despatched from Augusta for our accomdisorbs the cost of three miles of road, it modation, we examined the business capabilities of
the

same to

form.

the place under direction of Mr. Tot man. The water
power consists of the whole flow of the Kennebec
presented
river, the dam being from shore to shore. The bank is
the time the Directors were here—but it was lined with mills in full
operation, filling the air
■■•apposed that a million dollars would cover with the sounds of the saw and the pungent odor of

-hull have the interest for three miles of road.

This was. in fart, an alternative

at

the whole cost. This offer is liberal beyond pine. The canal and dam arc full of logs awaiting
all precedent, and should satisfy, and more (the sacrifice. It was wonderful to see the case and
precision with which the logs were made to move
than satisfy every reasonable man.
up to the gang-saws, which with their dozen gleaming blades cut through from end to end, with wonOur readers who are not specially interest- derful
swiftness, leaving it in the shape of marketed in the railroad ipiestion will have patience, able boards. There arc also clapboard machines
we trust.
We shall in future occupy less that, seizing the section of a log, would turn it to an
uniform size of 15 inches, and then with a circular
-pace with the discussion of this matter. But
its
t

importance

to us

locally

imated.

cannot beoveres-

run from end to end, cut it into clean and
handsome clapboards, all adhering by the thin edge
to the core. Our party passed an hour
very pleassaw,

antly
(■rant lias

here.

AMOUNT OF LUMIlKll I'ltODUUUl).
negro named Turner
i
the important position of Postmaster of
We found the figures of production iiy the mills
Mnron, (ia. A party of the citizens, who are anil firms here to lie as follows—
E. Totinan & Co., five millions long lumber, two
republicans, called on Grant, with evidence
laths and shingles.
millions
that this negro is odious to all
parties, impu- Newallclapboards,
& Gibson, 5 millions long lumber, •_> mildent, ignorant, and unfit for the place. The

appointed

reply they got

was

a

this—

stocks and silver-plated buckles, for ladies use. All
by machinery, evfcn to the turning

the work is done

clapboards, laths and shingles.
Fogg & Co. 3 millions.
Fogg & Nye, 2 millions.
Emery & Bradbury, 2 millions.

lions

C. M.

The President informed tin-deputation that he had
nothing whatever against Mr. Washington. His
removal had been through the conviction that it was
N. Totinan & Son, 1 million.
necessary to administer some sort of a rebuke to
1 lie rebel element there who had countenanced the
Woodman & Lawrence, run a planing mill, and
the
and
President
tho’t
late outrages,
Turner would make a large amount of doors, blinds,
sashes, ,te.
gil l' them a most unpleasant dose. It was too late
C. K. Foss & Co., employ machinery and 10 men
now to protest against the appointment.
It had
been made and must stand, no matter how uuplata- in the manufacture of curtain slicks alone, besides
hle it must he to the people of that section.
other small wares.
J. W. Cilley & Co. employ 15 men and machinery
That's high moral and political ground on
in the manufacture of thru it lire, packing boxes and
which to run the affairs of this country! It
in planing.
is humiliating to think into wliat hands the
A mill on the head of the island runs entirely
affairs of this country have fallen.
on blocks for matches and plugs for flour barrels.

an excellent paper mill,
famous among printers for the quality of its productions, w hich turns out 1500 pounds of paper per day.

TIIE BUSINESS OF THE

RAILROAD.

We next visiter! the depots of the Hail road, to
learn something of the business done. The passenger rooms are very handsome and convenient. The
freight buildings are capacious, as they must needs
be, to accommodate the business. The company,
soon alter Judge Hice assumed the management,
found their accommodations insufficient, and made
large purchases of real estate, moving the buildings
Their freight houses
off, and erecting now ones.
were crammed with goods of all descriptions for
up country, and products going west, such as hoopstuff, shingles and small lumber. The potato busiA building for storing them,
ness here is immense.

at

need ion, to understand the

road

in.

us

look

(ion at

moment at tin*

Newport.

proposed

e.

Let the reader, start in

Bangor, run his eye along the Biseata.pi
to Dover, and note how
completely u
[t show everything of interest in the topo- shrewdly Bangor has contrived that road
graphy of the country, save Moosehoad Lake, sweep all the business into her owujlap. Mi
subject

more

full v.

and that the space does not admit of.
Itv it road has actually been graded to Dover sh..
the commanding position of Belfast, with ref we broaelte.I our project. The iron is bei,.erence to the business of the interior, north laiil down, and the locomotives to run it lei.
and west, can be seen at a glance. At the arrived in Bangor Let another fact lie lion,
head of a deep and broad arm of the sea, in mind—that rmnl htt.< a hnrtt r In tin I •/'

running fifty miles towards the heart
our city invites trade from all

It is perfectly sale for the <ntral road I..
fer us six per cent when ottr road -hall 1
1 *uiIt to Moosuhcad, fo tli. Bangor mil l'i
tions.
The three routes to Newport from this city, aquis road will keep ahead ot 10 as it h
the eastern, middle and western, are shown— heretofore done, and we shall never get tin
the latter being via. I'nity. From I'nity the by that route. Such an expectation is prep,
route stretches westward thirteen miles to tennis.

State,

of the
direc-

Kendall’s Mills, where the heavy lumber and
On the other hand, if we e uineet at Ken
agricultural business of the Kennebec vallcv dalls Mills, we unite with a pow. r that
is reached. Connecting here, we shall have able and anxious to build the road to the Lake
a direct line from the Mooschead country to and that will set at
.tie.
ahollt it. ThecalBelfast,

>ver

which will

mense

business.

field

charter has

a

and the

easily
shall

come

and go

an

already

get

to Solon as soon as they do to Be
We shall he the outlet and inlet for lh
trade of that splendid region, and reap .-■

more

quis county than by

a

run

fast

been obtained,

miles from Pittsfield to I'nity
be tilled.
By this latter branch
ten

really

im- will

From St. Albans to 1 *i11;—

can

responding profits. '1 he map which u pul.
greatly a sis! in comprehendin'.' tV
e

we

lisli will

business from Piscataconnection at Newport.

true stale of t llitl gs.

-ith! her to Alaska or tin1 North Rob1, ih'iih:
less with tile hope of I’lVr/ing her so s||,
The Little Italian Girl—Anniversary Week won't plague him any more
-—New England Woman's Suffrage Association
fast Wrdne- day
liered in tin lit- t timnd'
—Decoration Day, &c.
shower of the season, lint it wasn't a m
Boston, May til, lsti'J.
hig affair, and didn't do much iniurv h
Commonplaced ? It ilid not seem so to me, new uniforms out on
parade.
sitting here in (lie gray solemn twilight al tinw:i- 1 >ee,.ration l>av, and tlion
Saturday
lion r when
the weatle
was somewhat iiiaiispieinnLETTER FROM BOSTON.

Correaiiondence of the Journal.

Portland, May 31, 1809.

"Love at heme
Melts through men's hearts at sea,"

J

*-

prominent

touching ceremony of decorating the graves at Kendall’s Mills. The business of the town is n ow
of fallen soldiers.
It was a time when, if all done by the Maine Central at the Burnham staetef. all prejudice, passion and party spirit tion.
A WOUNDED .SOLDIER.
hottld he pul aside. Rut this political priest,
There was brought under our notice here a sin- ing double-bladed, with the socket in the middle of
entirely ignoring the spirit of the occasion, in gular case of a man surviving a terrible bullet the handle.
an address to the multitude, made a hitter and
wound. John Smith, a soldier of the Fourth Maine
('. A. Williams A Co, at their celebrated skate
-piicful political harrangue, to the disgust ot Regiment, at the Wilderness, was struck by a bul- factory, turn out aO.OOO pairs yearly, of every style,
let exactly in tin-middle of the nose. The ball miss- some being of most elegant patterns, with rosewood
everybody -even of his political friends.

crat.

more

j

Lot

The above map will enable our readers who
are interested in the matter of a railroad eon

I
ohserved with consideralde ceremony
and thinking all sons of imaginable things. programme as previously arranged in i
Dear Journal: The sight of your familOn the contrary it was a sweet, rich, rare earried out, and the soldiei maivlie.l
iar face in a newspaper sanctum to-day, re- voice 1 heard, and a pair of midnight dark,
With toUing I,mid ho"iuiir; -in,
nOMKWAlil) AGAIN.
An.l nnitlleii ,truni I. it- ifree
minds me of my promise to advise you, now tearfully sail, Italian eyes gtized 'up through
to
hear
With lie ivy steps. :<in 1 shren.l. I l!
Desiring
something from Mr. Lang of hi"
of
thi
into
mine
:
a
and
shadows
and
of
is
then,
Each hall druivu hr.-ath a set,”—
what
whereabouts,
gathering
graceful
my
recent tour in Europe, the writer changed seats to
little head poised itself wearily on one side,
his carriage, and we journeyed along discoursing doing in this section of the State.
through the streets and out to tli...
1
of the wonders to be seen abroad.
miuvoij > ia urn Uau- cemeteries w In re lie
The noble hills- and lovelv v-illmo ->•'
Mr. Lang has
o.vioni, nave claimed much of my time until ieally shook the tambourine, and out
had much oviuivinn.m in
upon UnUteri'll the IloWi'I's tIII-\ holv,
uers anil is perfectly familiar with the country.
now, when I find myself resting in the me- evening air rang a melodious refrain "With
\round the w liite tents .if III. dea l.'
He lias no stock in tile railroad, but takes great inof Maine, a not inattentive observer tassels on
terest in tile Belfast road, for the business it will tropolis
my boots." But she didn't have \ ery solemn a in! mpi'e-sp am I vet \<-r\ In e
of thi> men and things that go to make up any tassels on her hoots. Her li ml is were tiful,
create and the development it will give the
country.
touching anil appropriate w.-re tin
Pointing to the north-west, he said—‘‘I have there this, the largest community in our State.
services.
Il is lit and jn-1 I hat w .•
meanly and scantily clad.
I.I
3b,00(1 acres of timber land, tilled with hard wood
T believe it is regarded the correct
Poor little song-bird ! She has wandered fat- honor the brave and noldc d. ad.
thing,
and black growth. If the Belfast road connects at
just now, to compare Portland to the Phonix, anil long to-day. and is tired, and yet no rest
Kendall's Mills, 1 shall at once turn my attention to
on account of the brilliant manner in which comes.
How many, many times ere life's GEORGES RIVER RAILROAD.
MASS MEI I
getting out and iiiai'Lting this lumber by shipment
she has arisen Iro n her ashes; and indeed
ING AT WARRLM
bright dawn shall close, you shall be tired, s,i
liinil Belfast. 1 have already received proposals oi
A nia mnccting of tliose iiiler, -led in tintile kind from a gentleman engaged in the lumber she is entitled to great credit for^lie pluck tired, and still no rest come to the aching
business, and am coming to Belfast to look the mat- and energy she has shown since her disaster. heart and wearv limbs, none but the good (Iml eolist ruction of the George liner Valle
ter over."
Improvement is patent everywhere. Her I may know. Your rich beauty may bring you Railroad, Was held at Warren, on Saturd n
Mr. Lang lias been familiar with Northern Maine streets are
wider, her buildings are of a very wealth and love—it is more likely to bring the Add, just., w hi eh w a larg.'h (fended In
from boyhood. He knows all the lakes, ponds and
class, and some breathing spots have you sorrow and shame. A wandering street tile citizens of the 11 i If.
I.t I .-A II
he.,
Il,
superior
streams, the hunters, trappers and guides—where been laid
id1 mute.
out by the city, where, in time, life is not conducive to
line
morals.
Think
good
the deer ami partridges haunt, and the finest trout
the people who have not grounds of their of it,
Remarks earnestly advoealin tin e.m -trie
are waiting to lie hooked.
We have entered into a
you mothers, who sometimes complain
can rest beneath
own,
the
for
with
him
a
compact
fortnight’s fishing tour next
umbrageous that your young child lias not the advantage- tion of the road were m ', by tin 1'iv-idew
ot the meeiing,
fall. So when the September sun shines warmly on shade of the o’ershadowing beech tree,” and of
fdwaril l’eirg.
If | ,>
your more wealthy neighbor, and thank
the hills, when the nights are cool, and the diabolical have their
t
rher at least an honor- Sc trsntimt, M.
green fields without expensive find that you ean
ieorge V
rcighton

of good driving would bring us upon the
shores of Moosehead *Luke.
Having rested and
looked over the locality, we turned our faces

markets, packed in boxes.

WHERE SHALL THE RAILROAD BE BUILT ?

|

*■

mosquito,

blood-thirsty black fly and the Indian journey
mgs.
Enough has not been done,
no-see-ums have utterly perished, we shall depart
in this line; and we hope, in ournevt
though,
for the up-country. Some other hand will minister
to the columns of the Journal for a space. If for- visit, to see more improvements in this retune favors us, we shall come hack with a well-filled spect.
Political affairs are beginning to be discussnote-book, to give our readers some notion of life in
the northern woods.
ed, here as everywhere in the State, in view
the

give

able and comfortable shelter, and that she Alexander t aw ford, and I me (, Allen, m
does not have to eke out Iter living as a "street Warren, Xalmm Thurston, f | of I n m
tramp.” The song has died away now, the and d. S. and Thomas (m-he, u Appleton
crowd dispersed, and the little girl lias gone, The sj leak el", took g r. ill ml ! ■; ii a rl V am
The merlin a • i j. in rued In nils !
1 know not whither- -hut a sweet bird-like of the route
voice is ringing in my ears, and dark soulful at Searsm.iiit, mi Saturday, .lime mb, am1
From Solon, we passed to the eastward of the
of the approaching conventions. Within the eyes are still peering up through the gloom, broke up with rousingelie, r- f.u tip- li, ..
beautiful Madison Pond, through a fine agricultural
Radical lines, the old leaders are “weeping and will not be banished. So I have taken Rn it \ all. \ Railiiiad
country, and reached Skowhegan in season for a
l'he |tcop|c III' the valley are awake to tie
late supper at the Brewster House. Mr. Brewster and wailing and gnashing their teeth” at the up my pen and written down this little ite-i
ol the const men.. the n> t.|
trick played upon them by Coburn,
had despatched some expert fishermen to a
dent, and her name with it also ; Ii.ee. which
stream, and we sat down to an
meal of fried (rout.

boring

neighappetizing Beale & Co.

Sheploy,

■

tujfcurtance

.in
shall be called lieatriee. heeau-a she is to Sr I’hey see a speedy prospect of -1■ 11\
mimicalion with business eenir,
ia-.t
out
a number of men
a beautiful but sadly remembered dream
ON Tills lt.VlI.ItOAI) AGAIN.
West; in improvement of tlnii mi
1
and
more
week
has.il
last
in
inarrived
the
urpa
organization,
scarcely
political
Anniversary
Saturday morning, till1 engine and ear were again fluence. should undertake thus to anticipate due order of things, and brought w ith it not water power, ami a further ilci elopement m
at our service, and I lidding adieu to our kind friends the action of the convention.
ami feel that I
The worst of only the multitudes who “gather themselves their agricultural rcsourci
frost-proof above and below ground, has been built,
of Skowhegan, we ran down to the Somerset Mills, it
with platforms for delivering and receiving, scales
11,,
is, they have about come to the conclusion together” at this special season, hut bright they won hi secure these nil aula
and made an examination of the locality, with its
for weighing, &c.
that it wont do to fight, and they must submit beautiful balmy days, w hich is so unusual an must <trike lor them mm
The hooks of the freight department show that immense water power. Our train reached KenThe fiercest of them are for battle, but the occurrence that all the new spapers take
there were shipped of potatoes, as follows: From dall’s Mills, where the Maine Central crosses, just
WHAT THE PRESS SAYS
old Carthagenian, with his innumerable sioti to fire shot at it.
It is vert unfair to atand
as
the
trains
from
Bangor
Skowhegan came in. sage
Sept. 1st, ISM to July 23d, 1SG7, 500 ears. From
is iii the tiiiii -i ol
l’.eltast
r dneid wai
and
for
this
section
a
few
be
on
minutes daily, while the letters,
through his little tack the weather because it happen- to
Sept. 1st, IN07 to July 23d, ISOS, 407 ears. From It is a busy spot for
This is miieh heller than stagnation, I.a n
of
is
on.
A
counsels
mails,
its
to
exchange
passengers,
behavior
this
and
ISOS
470
Ac.,
Israel,
slrat3d,
1S01),
1st,
going
mouth-piece,
May
good
peace
Sept.
cars,
Large
year.
shows life.
It seems to u in tin- n-e a il
'file attempt to report all the meetings which the .Journal ami the t'riemls ol' the I', it la ml w
quantities are now lying hack awaiting a better melancholy spectacle was that of a poor insane wo- egem. Hannibal thinks that, while to break
whom
to
a
hound
the
asylum,
market. The whole number to )>;■ sent this season man,
strong man w:ls now would lie disastrous, the Chamberlain have taken
: | ,|
place during the week would he Kennehei.ntrael an u the i' lit
A car load is 300 trying to restrain while die was changed to the Auwill be not far from 000 cars.
will play itself out in another year, about as useless as that of the man who, the worth American.
element
bushels. Resides this article of produce, 2 or 3 car- gusta ears. With her long hair flying, she danced,
This i' a matter that com era (Janlim t
and Israel will have a dear field for the Sena- Post savs, tried to be in twenty-three different
loads of hoops per week are sent to Portland and tossed her arms, and shouted "Bless the Lorill—
ileal more than its citizens geiieiallx
great
so
torial
run
in
’71.
Bless
the
she
He
and
should
1.
Lorill"
once.
was
the
at
failed,
victim of
Probably
Boston, with quantities of hard wood lumber, shipplaces
Il taps our road at \\ inslow, mat.
suppose.
1 lie Democrats arc quietly
timber, and small lumber. There is an average of some religious revival frenzy. What poor creatures
biding their The most prominent one therefore is only no ing Waterville ami K. mlall' Mill a en :,i
we are when the ligtit of reason goes out.
one ear per day of miscellaneous freight to Portland
time. They present no break in their ranks, tieed. The Xew Kngland Woman’s Suffrage •leal nearer the o. ean than ms amt makiie
The average tonnage per month at
and Boston.
BRIDGING THE KENNEllEC.
itelfiist the seaport .-I Soniei *1 t'ounll, ami
and will be finely massed under the guidance Association, which got together for the pmtliis station from Portland is 275. During the month
The train then proceeded on with the passengers of their convention.
So far as there is any pose of redressing the wrongs of woman, diverting from (.ariliner. Hath .mil 1’i'illaiid
of May 47 hogsheads of molasses were brought to examine the
all ot tin- trade ol that region that mm -ei i.
bug bear of tin1 river crossing, about discussion about men, it is conducted in the
putting the lords of creation in their proper the st a through one of these port
from Portland and (» from Boston via. Gardiner.
h wil;
which so much lias been said. There are three lobest spirit, and with an eye single to the good place, and setting things to rights generally lie a good thing for Rellast. and the
BELFAST IS FURTHER ENTERTAINED.
Ionian:
calities where a bridge may be placed, within a mile
so
■•a\s
in two columns.
I he J' ,v K
of the cause.
The world has been going wrong long enough,
Thomas S. Lang. Esq. one of the solid men of and a half below the Mills, and thence
we
run, up on
think have fairly outwitted the Maine ( eiitral
Kennebec, arrived at Skow began during the even- the track of the P. ,fc K. road. First is that a few
Record, Anderson, Hastings, Gould, Rob- and its a pity these strong minded females
in getting a route to Mo. iseheail Lake
i, a n!
ing, and consented to join our party excursion up rods below the mills, where there is an island in the erts, Rice, are among the names I hear men- can’t
straighten things up a little < hie hun- iner .louvnal.
river the next morning. We were also glad to meet river.
Second, at Simpson’s lirook, where the tioned, together with others which will readily dred and thirty-four school-ma'ams, who u ant
Col. Smith, editor of the Somerset Reporter, whose low bank and the stream
greatly facilitate abridge. suggest themselves to you.
to vote because it is “so manly" sent in a meneat and newsy paper is one of^he institutions of And third, at
A eorrespondoul at liurnliam
College Kips, where the width is only
Depot -end
the man most favorably mentioned morial tothat elfeet. And Julia Ward Howe, ail account ot' tlie
Perhaps
the locality, and who accompanied us to Bingham .100 feet. The cost will
remarkable illue-- ol Kan
vary from 8(1*.000 to 830,000,
in
this
section
for
next day.
and
the
Mrs
Mr1’.
A.
dal
S\
is
1\taster ot freedom
Charles
Ilamiaford,
nomination,
lb- was taken
Lucy Slone,
according to locality, as estimated by Col. Wildes.
sii angvlv -iek at 17
in tin' eveningthe excursionists were entertained This
years ol age; ha- been
bridge difficulty, like many others, vanishes as P. Kimball, of Portland. Mr. Kimball is a a host of other notorieties made eloquent and
-iek to
at the elegant residence of the Messrs Coburn.
for years was not able to turn
it is approached.
gentleman of means and position, both ac- touching speeches, all tending to -lum the >n bed ; tears;
eoitld not have one w alk with hoe
FI> THE RIVER.
XVATEKVI LI .E.
bis
held.
own
in
which
women
are
exertions.
He
stands in bondage
quired by
"ti ill
any part of tin- house: lie lei not been
Between 8 and 0 o'clock next morn ng, in carProceeding to Waterville, we examined the depot the front rank of mechanics in New
It is a pleasure to be able to add that there able to speak above a low w hi per. i a mere
England,
for
the
we
set
out
and
for
Soextensive
riages provided
purpose,
ground recently purchased for new and is well
One night lie divanicd lie eould
qualified to uphold (lie standing is one lady teacher in Boston, bearing the skeleton
lon, one of the points to be reached by the proposed depot buildings.
A. G. Phillips, Esq., Treasurer
make a violin and coin ■ i\ < d all parts of it m
and
of
doehis
who
not
class.
honored
name
of
Mr.
Kimball
has
a
dignity
Seymour
extension. The river at Skowhegan sweeps away of the Water Power Company, exhibited the plans
lii> mind, (although lie bad never made or
broad and comprehensive mind, a
in a semicircle to the west, bv Norridgewock and of the dam
thorough wish to vote, and has had the courage so to seen one made.) Alter awhile tliev got him
recently built, and the one yet to be
Anson, while the direct route to Solon and one third constructed. The former extends across the river, acquaintance with the interests of the State, state in a very able letter addressed to the some limbs in tlie
rough, and In- bewail binearer than the river route, is the chord of the arc. ami lias a head of 20
feet. New mills are being and a fair, conservative disposition.
He has Committee on \\ 0111:111- Sullrage, at the work with a knit' and a few other tools -m li
The latter course we pursued, as the line of the fu- built to use the
If dug it out with an
as a small chisel. Are.
power—one very large saw mill, by no end of energy and pluck, and will incline State House.
ture road,
ft was a beautiful morning, the sun a Gen. Smith. This
Tim violin is a very handsome
corer.
apple
company owns three-fourths of to make the
be
not
a
out of place to
campaign warm one, if he
Perhaps il would
little veiled, and a wholesome breeze
one. has considerable ornament "such as are
blowing from a mile of the shore, on the Waterville side, and one should receive
the nomination.
the west. The roads were the l>est we had seen, and
mention, just here, that Doetress Mary Walk- made of fresh water clamshells and are vert
three-fourths on the Winslow side—the latter
I cannot toll you how
and the thrift and clean farming of the
long I shall lie here; er, who has so long importuned the heads beautiful one would suppose them to he of
country most tract being one mile wide. The company will exl'lie violin has tig pieces in all, and
admirable. It was a scene for poet or painter. The pend in their dams and
but you may get another line front me before of the various State Departments for an office pearls,
improvements 8135,000.
to be one piece until carefull\ evini
swells of the Helds were beautiful in their
young The water power exceeds that of cither Augusta or I leave the Forest City.
is about to receive an appointment. .Secreta- appears
iued. Its tones are very beautiful
verdure, sprinkled with the bright dandelions, and Lewiston.
[l.evvi
Yours,
Here axl> There.
ry Bontwcll in despair having concluded t" ton Journal.

say it is very rough, that
who have no control of the

They

IIail Storm

LOCAL ITEMS, &.c.

GENERALITIES.

burglars broke into tin- Counting Itnnin of
I he Lidwell & Locke theatrical company opened
l, lib s and Idia' Millikeii. in Augusta, and stole in this
city on Tuesday evening with the popular
’.u.noo worth of notes and stork eertiiieates. but got
piece entitled Nobody's Daughter. There was a full
thing available to themselves.
house, composing an attentive and appreciative
Miss Dollie Nidwell acquitted herself
\ new log whistle, that ran he heard < leveii mih *. audience.
1m «-n put "ii
apt* Klizaheth.
splendidly in her part of Jennie Milsom. in which
she went straight to the hearts of all spectators.
An 1 llin.*i'tanner set lire to the grass on his pra.land the other da> and burned up his t w o ehild- Mr. I.ocke, as Lark-pur, played the ly, although a
ii who w ere out at play.
part with more drolh ry is evidenily his strong
I a wi'ton v irlnoti'l\ re 111'Os to lireiise ei noises.
point. The neatness, roominess, and cool air of the
jew hall mak< an evening there as comfortable as
Idle .Japan.-e ar» emigi at ing 1" >aii Franeiseo.
need he. This (Time-day) \ 11i11g will he presents,.iiK

<

Pavid t Bunker, who Ini' been removed
tie F, .'ton < ii'hnn House, was in thirty aeii'during the war; he gave up a position yiehlhim eleven hundred dollars a y«*ar t*» enter Hie
!i!,' at
twelve d.dial' a month, at its romineneeIh Ml :i- ;i pi iv ate and eanie home as a < '«>Hi' blood eollld not
-11
|.
lie I' a peliloeiat.
i'll out that oth nee.
[IJoston Post.
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the t.ardim r Reporter reports ven
.11fa\ -I ably on Waldo bounty roads, from iveenl
\peri'an-e. Ila\ing twhv ridden over them the
wt ek w<
an corroborate his opinion.
They
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fully and wonderfully made.
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amusing commotion among tin* rad-'
-l M aine oil tile subject ot tin* (iubernatoriai
j
I in- excitement and sknrn ing hitle r |
nominali-m
.in,I tbit her is Jikc that
produced by sticking a!
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an

ant-hill.

ha' heeti introduced into some of j
j.eiia! institutions as a substitute for the tread i
mill.
el.H• ii'k•ill'
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fie Maebias Repubb.au mentions the loading of!
hr<
bark' with lumber at that port for ‘south
■Ymrriean ports.
«

luidren pla> ing with matches caused the hurn'table, in t.ardne r. on the'JSth.
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of tilt' Maine <VnWatervillo in a lbrtLake Railroad ques[Portland Advertiser.
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\inong recent patents, is one to (i. <). Parkman
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(Va.) intelligencer

bail and rain storm which fell in that place
j and neighborhood on Friday last:
j
••All at once a terrible blast of wind burst
!
The
upon us and swept everything before it.
dust was so thick and blinding that nothing
could be seen for a few seconds, but when
the large and heavy drops of rain had laid the
drifting dirt, the scene was one of terrible
yet peculiar significance. Not a moment was
allowed to merchants for removing the goods
which were in front of their stores, or the
housekeepers for closing blinds, doors or
and these movables, together with
ed Leah, the Forsaken, and the 'i enkee Faree. en- shutters,
roofs, chimneys. &e., were Hying in everyth- j
’|\
for
a
l
A
Wife
titled
rection, as if an earthquake had shaken the!
Horses attached to
On Monday n ti-herman was otic ring a harrow! city from her foundation.
load of li-li f»r -ale on the cornel* opposite our of-! or disconnected from their vehicles were madI
lice. Ife was a smart looking, compactly huilt lei- 1\ pi tinging through the thoroughfares, endanand limb to unfortunate pedestrito
his
hu-iness.
Three
attended
and
low.
strictly
Before the wind had ceased, and it
men. apparently strangers, stopped there, and. we ans.
lasted but a moment, the rain had changed to
judge, made disparaging remark- concerning his j
hail, which rattled against the windows'for
sailor
man"
struck
In
an
in-taut
“ye
commodity.
j a moment, and then perforated the glass, as
d
one
tin*
crow
sent
ol
that
left
out with a straight
the drops of congealed water grew in size.
into the gutter, a right-handed Mow took the other
The sound upon the pavements and the roofs
otte oil’ hi- legs, and the third took to hi- heels and
was like me rapid lirmg oi musKeuy, ami so
So far a- we observed, the man
ran like tie deuce.
great was the force of the stones that shutters
the
rest
the
of
in
li-'n
hisold
peace during
day.
were smashed, and even the window sashes
Not only this,
Sri>i)K\ Dkvth.
Capt. Frank Darby, of schoon- broken and beaten to pieces.
but the walls across the rooms from the winer Win. Steven.-., of Hii< city, fell dead on the deck
dows were indented, and the plastering, in
ol liis, vessel at Bangor, oil Saturday night hot.
some eases, beaten off to the solid masonry.
was
ilmt
of
death
unknown,
The cause
ho
probaWhen the storm was at its highest fury the
bly heart disease. < apt. Hugh Ross, with the kind- hailstones were of the size of a man’s clenchness so characteristic of him, sent one of ho tug
ed list, and solid as canister balls, which they
steamer-to this city with the body, and without
very much resembled in appearance. They
<
an
ineffected
charge.
apt. Darby had recently
were, in most cases nearly round, being
••liranee on hi- life for s-kfOO, with ('ox A: Field.
slightly flattened on two sides, like an apple,
with small holes or indentations, resembling
At lent ion i- called to I lie advertisement of Dodge’s
the place where the stem joins the core, on
new refreshment Saloon, in the I lay ford Block. The
In less time than it takes to wiite
one side.
proprietor has expended a large sum in fitting, fur- it, the streets in the lower portion of the city,
deserves
and
the
place,
nishing and decorating
or that part nearest the river, were covered
public encouragement. The saloon is a credit to to the depth of a foot with these wonderful
the city.
halls of ice, and every window lacing the
north, from which direction the storm came,
If m. Thomas s. Lang, of Vassalbaro, was in
Mr. Lang will re- was tilled with broken panes. In about twenty
our fit\ the first of the week.
minutes it was possible for a man to venture
move to this city and engage in the shipment of
broken.
lumber, if tin* mad i- built to Kendall's Mills. He out without danger of liavinghis head
The rain was pouring down in torrents and
has Large tracts of timber land on the Kennebec
the streets seemed like huge gutters or small
water-.
rivers, 1 tearing away boxes and debris upon
railroad
which
which
the
For the sketch from
map
Here and
its rapidly increasing currents.
we pubii-h was on graved we are indebted to A. L.
there a large tree came floating by, with the
Mortimer F -p. the accomplished assistant engineer stock in trade of a merchant
mingled in its
of the Moosehea l Hoad. It is exact in it- scale.
brandies; carts and wagons were clinging to
The
and convenient corners.
An armless -ailor was grinding hi- organ in our lamp posts
of the hail and water on Main street
He depth
streets la-t week, and appealing for charity.
was over :! feet, and the heaps of ice in places
w a- a victim of Fort Fisher.
In the country the
were nearly 5 feet high.
damage to the vineyard and orchards is incalculable. The crop of grapes this year is
Notes to Subscribers and Correspondents.
IL B. W. North Fastine. The Postmaster has no di >u! it less three-fourths destroyed, and that of
It would
next season materially lessened.
right to detain your paper, after you have paid the
be easy to figure the loss in this product alone
and
can
the
to
his
predecessor,
prove
postage
pay-j as
high as 825,000. Of the wheat and corn
Let him read section 12s of the Post otliec
ment.
we will not attempt an estimate.’’
Laws. If he persists in detailing the paper, lake a
witness, inform him that you have paid the former

geriilg'hfe

"h Billing' 'ays that if a man proposes to serve
Lord. In- like'to see him do it when heineashollers glow hallalue,.rii a'well as w lien li

d

:

The Wheeling
thus describes the fearful

Virgini a.

in

I h. Waterbury, « onn., American says Unit Read.
spiritual im-duiin who gave exhibitions in this
was detected in that place in practicing decepin,

A Card. Messrs. Editors : Please correct the
po-tmaster the postage, and demand your paper.
I» lie then refuses, inform us, and we will complain i erroneous report that SPEER'S Standard Wine
tion, and put in jail :i' an imposter.
Our subscrib- Bitters are made in England and imported to this
to tlie I’nited States (.oinmisMoner.
country. They are made at my vineyaads in New
sliri* k- of "Help. help, help!*' in a voice iinink- ers -hall not he imposed upon in that manner.
Jersey, of wine of my own growth, with Peruvian
akably :t woman's. have proceeded IVoin a family
W T., Bangor.
Your
is
mailed
paper
regularly. Bark, Roman Camomile Flowers, Virginia Snake
,mult in a cemetery at Fort Wayne, iml., and so
Root, African Ginger and Wild Cherry Bark. The
Tii' fault is not witli this otliee.
■arm* d the oeople that the door Inis been unlock* <1
great reputation they have in Europe arises from
iii* 1 repeated examinations made of the interior,
the wonderful benefit and cures they have effected
o' w ithout finding any living person.
on miiiic of the nobility in England.
Our lirst famiWATER SPOUT ON LONG ISLAND SOUND. lies, when traveling in Europe, took eases of them
About iAiis cottages are being erected at Bar
The following account is given of yne of along for their own use, and thus they became
11 a; I"H". eiiielly by citizens of Boston, for summer
known there, and now orders are pouring in from
residences.
these envious phenomena, so rarely seen in all parts of Europe. I have established agencies
convention in Boston. northern latitudes
lh- :-hak< rs bas e had
It happened'on the 20th— there. The London ami Paris depots are supplied
by shipment from my warehouse in New .Jersey.
Ihis do.-ift t'efei t*. those wlm "shtk< props”—
in the evening, as the steamer Martin Credit to the eountrv to whom credit is due.
Early
-sCion.
that kind being always in
ALEED SPEER, Passaic. N. J.
wa- coasting up the Sound, an immense waSpec's Port Crape, Concord, Catawba and SamSome fishermen,
\ l-OUI'od member I the Massachusetts F. gisla- ter-pout was discovered.
btici Wine, and Speer's Standard Wine Bitters sold
who first ohsen ed the phenomenon, said that
I1 drunk on champagne jelly at one of
i'e got
by Druggists.
after a hard shower they noticed an immense
the Bost.-n hotels.
And he did many wonderful works insomuch
dense cloud forming in the heavens. While
that his name was pronounced in many tongues.
h is proposed to haw a grand union railway stawere wondering at its
formation,
the)
rapid
Portland,
And there came unto him, Judith, from the seaport
at 1 *• i» t land. at the point where lie
and momentarily awaiting a further deluge of New
P e i-iii'-uih. Portland and Ogdenslmrgh
Bedford, who had been sick for many years ;
i, i
pofiiand and Kennebi <• roa*l> must shortly of rain, a conical pillar or huge upright fun- and after some days her pains were gone.
She
.ad makes the **vb*iisiw im- nel descended from the cloud.
lip
i iIn in si
The apex of slept soundly, and did rejoice in eating her food.
■■■••
e,
■oil n p I a
1.;; 11 d the e.-oiid enters the cloud was downward.
,t-n
At first it appar- And Asa. from those which are called Quakers, in
the great city of Philapclphia, wrote an epistle sav.it tin point proposed.
nth consisted of a dense vapor.
A similar
ing: (), Doctor! accept thou this money, which is
IIa
a
\'i riiiont tisli story that all our readers cone arose from the bosom of the Sound, and called
greenbacks, and hath the picture of Abraham,
the
two
united
a
of
vivid
llash
mission to believe—if they can :
during
being
thy friend on one end. For verily I was weak, exi
hausted
and despondent: 1 ate hut little and suffered
hen
this
junction was formed,
lightning. W
i
pi -F !'••! war. caught near Whiting Station,
water seemed to run up the funnel like many pains, and thy Plantation Bitters gave
,'
•an
a
which respectively
weighed! the
m«
hotilth, Hkunoil oulv unto the vigor of youth.
feet T inches tlames of fire enw rapping a church steeple,
a
and ‘. 1-4 pounds. One was
And upon such as ars atilicted with liver complaint,
flic spinning column of water danced over with sour stomach, with
feet 9 1-J inches.
au and lie «*i In
general debility and dystin wa\ es like a huge giant in a waltz. In peptic pains, in all parts of the land did these Hit
p.o-ron i
r.-e.iving hc.-y»s of strawberries from its course it sucked
tci>
cures.
produce astonishing
up a row-boat, sending it
the ''•'Util.
spirally several hundred feet in the air, carryMaonolia Water. Superior to the best im
I
aw ailing ti lal in the jail at Maiflicsla _!"•
ing it over a boat-lmuse, and dropping it on ported German Cologne, and sold at half the priccT-nn.. for an outrage upon a white woman, the bench. .Just outside tile harbor it struck a
i.
do u tie refrom bv armed men a tew nights
rJohnson's Anodyne Liniment will give more rebrie completely dismasting it in the short
o, and bung.
Its power ot suction lief in eases of Chronic Rheumatism, no matter how
span- >! three seconds.
than any other article known to medical men.
severe,
(
:
I Mike, tie- * a pi in (on.1 .i if( uba ha-a-k. u a- enormous, and it is estimated that over half
o.l to be relies. d, ami they w ill seu*l a nr-w man to a million
of water were drawn into
It is often remarked
our
—
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j

j
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o

hi' hand
A

in

man

I

on

the

rel.- i'.

Baiig.»r i' advertising for

a

wife.

hotel being built at
pro -pivt
land immediately, says the Free Press.
i-

re

a.

of

a

a

Jim

;at.

p,

;

is

ni.-nl

P.-nilt has returned t" New York,
aiding her men and their arms on Cuba.

I I,

-leamer

oii'tabl.- of Hai rison county I mb. whose
\\
-l 'tnell w as losl b\ dis. as.
neaptllled a poleHi (Yiellds informed him of t he
■i\
|, W da V ago.
|. e, hereupon he observed that 111 "thought ill"
w a
mighty thick.”
-.

lion, ticorge H. Pendleton was seriously injur
niton, Ohio, by being throw n from his ear

d at <

thou shalt not siie*a»ed,” is
Mi- language of the Hood Book.
[Kennebec Jolir•Fn-table

No
\.

t

! nve

a>

water,

"I nstable as water, thou shall not
it isn't.
i..” is an expression of -o much beauty and
that it should not be mutilated.

Portland is killing otT tin* superlluous

dogs.

apt I. W ltct-d. formerly of this city, has loeatI himself at Fun-ha. < al.. as landlord and propriThe captain is :i jolly
i,.r■ of the "Li. k House."
leiiioerat and knows how to keep a hotel.
[Kennel.er .lourmil.
«

Miss Cook, formerly of Maine, who unrtook to improve her complexion with arsenic,
-an Francisco.
She took a spoonful, and died.

li
it
ii

was

I li.
I

roaring,
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Bangor Whig claims that city
g* si calf in tin- State.

as

the resident**-

it,.- ! a

Hie tintliutighl ol'ailvantageol' raili'oaii-.
ropy from a letter in the I,i w islpn
.I<>11 ni:■ I tie
follow ing observations of a traveller
-lii'V inc

\

on.

Ol

He

I'ortlainl ami lioelie.-ter road—
lor dummy don't initul stations, lint stops at any
s rnad or
sporting pliu-e, where any ]iassenger
I. iies. A
Charles,
disciple of Walton's school, not letdown
tint lz.uk, with tisli rod and basket, was
done hy a stream in the woods, to tisli for trout.
*.\t r

He

■

the l.ewiston Journal makes in blush hy talking
ni this style—
The Belfast Journal lias a new dress ol type.
However mueh wi may dislike Hie political proclivities of our Belfast e.intemponirv. we always read
hi-, paper, for it is witty and wide awake. Its agriultural and miseellimv departments are well tilled,
ml in local news the Journal is tip with the times.
I In- New York World thinks that Mormonwill In- banished from the I’nited States

in

in the following manner:
“The Pacific Railroad w ill give lo tlie multitudinous wives of
the Mormon patriarchs an idea of the manioi's and eusloms ol the ladies of the Fast,
tid in particular ol their style ot dress and
l.ting. When tin Mormon wives begin to
die-- like the ladies ol Philadelphia, Boston,
oi New York, no Mormon husband, lie lie rich
t- the lies! of them, can afford to keep more
than one helpmate.” The question may now
be considered as settled.

Brof. Agassiz says that fish is a kind ol
food which refreshes the system, especially
after intellectual fatigue. There is no other
article that supplies the waste of head so
thoroughly as fish diet; and the evidence ol
it is in the fact that all ttie inhabitants of the
seashores the world over are the brightest
population of the country. Fish contains phosphorus to a large extent, a chemical element
which the brain requires for growth and
health.
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I’ulmonic Syrup,

t

The

Ii E AH

LEAH, tlie Jewish Maiden^ DOLLIE BIDWELL

the phlegm or matter is
easy expectoration, for when
ripe a slight cough will throw it oil. aud the patient ha<
rest and the lungs begin to heal.
m

\

To do this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills
must be freely used to cleans* tlie stomach and lie* r, so
that the Pulmonic Syrup and the food will make good

A WIFE FOR A DAY
NATHAN TUCKER. .YANKEE LOCKE

!

unlock tiie gull bladder and start the secretions of the
liver like Schenck’s Mandrake Pills.
Liver Complaint is one ot the mo t prominent causes
of Consumption.
Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic is a gentle stimulant and
alterative, and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this
preparation is made of, assists the stomach to throw out
the gastric juice to dissolve the lood with the Pulmonic
Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermentation or souring of the stomach.
The great reason why physicians do not cure Consumption is, they try to do too much; they give medicine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to stop night
sweats, hectic fever, and by so doing they derange the
whole digestive powers, locking up tin* secretions, and
eventually the patient sinks and dies.
Dr. Schcnck, in his treatment, does not try to stop a
cough, night sweats, chills or lever. Remove the cause,
and they will all stop of their own accord. No one can
be cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia,
Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver and
stomach are made healthy.
If a person lias consumption, of course the lungs in
some way are diseased, either tubercles, absesses, bronchial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass
of inflammation and fast decaying. In such cases what
It is not only the lungs that are wasting,
must bo doue l
but it is the whole body. The stomach and liver have
lost their power to make blood out of food. Now the
chance is to take Dr. .Schcnck’* three medicines,
which will bring up a tone to the stomach, the patient
will begin to want food, it will digest easily ana make
good blood; then the patient begins to gain in Uesh, and
as soon as the body begins to grow, the lungs commence
to heal up, and the patient gets fleshy and well.
This is
the only way to cure Consumption.
When there is no lung disease and only Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, Schenck’s .Si aweed I onic and Mandrake Pills are sufficient, without the Pulmonic Syrup.—
Take the Mandrake l’ills freely in all bilious complaints,
as they are perfectly harmless.
Dr. Sclieuck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for
many years past, and now weighs 225 pounds, was wasted away to a mere skeletou, in the very last stage of Pulmonary Consumption, his physicians having pronounced
his case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate. lie
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since his recovery many thousands similarly afliicted have used Dr.
Schenck’s preparations with the same remarkable sucFull directions accompany each, making it not abcess.
solutely necessary to see Dr. Schcnck, unless patients
wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose he is
professionally at his Principal Office, Philadelphia, every
Saturday, where all letters tor advice must be addressed,
lie is also professionally at No. 32 Bond Street, New
York, every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 Hanover street,
Boston, every other Wednesday. He gives advice free,
but for a thorough examination with his Kcspiromcter
the price is $5. Office hours at each city from
A. M. to
3 P. M.
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each
$1.50 per bottle, or $r.5u a half dozen. Mandrake l’ills
25 cents a box. G. 0. GOODWIN & CO., 3s Hanover
Street, Boston, Wholesale agents. For sale by all drug-
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Saloon Removal.

Buchu.

freight money—$'2,.'l.'l.). IS.

Nothing in

the sale of

this decision of

course

gently stimulant, with

justifies

cargo or any portion thereof, by
a master merely to pay his lien on its freight,
unless it may be perishable, or might otherwise be lost or destroyed.
[Portland Argus.
a

affair has occurred in Brooklyn, X. Y. the more so that the chief actor in
it, heretofore believed to be the soul of honor,
was a victim of the recent railroad disaster on
Long Island. Only a little more than one
month ago Mr, William 0. ltushmore. the late
President of the Atlantic Bank, died a fearful
death. Motives of delicacy prompted the directors to postpone the immediate appointment of another president, so Mr. George N.
Puller was called upon to act pro tern. As
Mr. Puffer advanced step by step in his examination of books and papers, he became
satisfied that grave errors had been committed somewhere, instead of showing the
bank’s capital, SoOb.biMl, to be secure, he discovered a deficiency of some $2o0,(MJ0 in its
securities, while a surplus of about $100,000
more, that was supposed to be in its strong
vaults, was not on hand. A more thorough
investigation by the directors only verified
the statement of Mr. Puffer, and now realizing the brink to which they had been brought,
they set to work to find where the leak had
been. It was too easily traced to transactions
of their late President, who* it was discovered, had made large advances to a contractor
on securities that the directors had declared
to be insufficient.
Again, they found the deceased to have speculated largely in real estate, the transactions being in his own name,
but the deeds placed in the bank to seeurie t,
as would seem from a label on the package
which is so indorsed
A

deplorable

Organs.

a

Hayford’s

Thankful lor the liberal patronage rendered him while
occupant of the Saloon under Peirce’s Hall, lie trusts,
by an increased stock and polite attention, to warrant a

an

Helm hold's Extract Buchc is used by persons
from the ages of IS to 25, and from 35 to 55, or in the decline or change of life; after Confinement, or Labor
Pains; BedWetting in children.
In affections peculiar to females, the Extract Buchu is
by auy other remedy, as in Chlorosis, or Retention, Irregularity, Painfulness or Suppression of Customary Evacuations, Ulcerated or Scliirrous State of the
Uterus, Leucorrhea, or Whites.
Diseases ok the Bladder, Kidneys, Gravel
and Dropsical Swellings.
This medicine increases
the power of Digestion, and excites the Absorbents into
the
which
by
Watery or Calcareous depohealthy action,
sitions, anti all Unnatural Enlargements are reduced, as
well as Pain and Inflammation.

continuance of the
3w47

Dropsy.

unequaled

hklmbold'SK xir \cr isucuu nas cured every case
of Diabetes in which it has been given. Irritation of the
Neck, of the Bladder, and Inflammation of the Kidneys,
Ulceration of the Kidneys and Bladder, Retention ol
Urine, Diseases of the Prostrate Gland, Stone in the
Bladder, Calculus, Gravel, Brick-Dust Deposit, and Mucus or Milky Discharges, and for enfeebled and delicate
constitutions, of both sexes, attended with the following
symptoms: Indisposition to Exertion, Loss of Power,
Loss of Memory, Difficulty of Breathing, Weak Nerves,
Trembling, Horror of Disease, Wakefulness, Dimness of
Vision, Pain in the Back, Hot Hands, Flushing of the
body, Dryness of the Skin, Eruptions on the Face, Pallid
Countenance, Universal Lassitude of the Muscular .System, &c.
Hki.mbold's Extract Buciuj is Diuretic and BloodPurifying, and cures all Diseases arising from habits of
dissipation, excesses and imprudences in life, impurities of the Blood, &c\, superseding Copaiba in atfections
for which it is used, such as Gonorrhoea, Gleet of long
standing, and Syphilitic Affections—in these diseases,
used in connection with IIki.mbold’s Rosk. Wash,
Sold by all Druggists and dealers eveiy where. Beware
of counterfeits. Ask for Helmbold’s. Take no other.
Prick—$1.25 per bottle, or 0 bottles for $0.50. Delivered to any address. Describe symptoms in all communications.
Address II. T. HELMBOLD, 501 Broadway, N. Y.

are

genuine unless done up in
wrapper, with
and signed

fac simile of my

11. T. HELMBOLD.

same.

51. E. DODGE, Proprietor.

BOOTS AMI SIIOICS
Somowhat out of

stylo,

VERY
by the lot

or

for sale

LOW
slugle pair, at

W. T.

COLBURN’S,

Xo.:« City Block, Bclfa.t.

1H7

Dr. Wilson’s Catarrh Cure.
troublesome complaint.
remedy
Every bottle WARRAN'l ED to give RELIEF, or
the money refunded. Call and try if, and test the medicine with a very iugeulous PATENT INHALING TUBE,

A

free of

for that

SURE

charge,
purchasing.

and

satisfy yourselves

of its merits before

W. O. POOR A SOS, Johnson’s Block, Belfast.
E. C. TOZIER, East Corinth, Sole Agent for the
State of Maine.
3w47*

CLOTH DRESSING
AT SEARSMONT.
SUBSCRIBER is prepared to card WOOL and

at his Mills in Searsmont.
THEDRESS CLOTH
been fitted up in
Machines
order

The
with
having
superior
NEW CARDS, and having good oil, lie is confident that
he can do his work satisfactory to those who may favor
him with their patronage.
II. WING.
Woods & Conant, L. A. Kxovvlton, and F. A.
Knowlton, Agents for Belfast.
4w47+
Searsmont, June, 18*59.

'1 hi*
Cage*:
11 is

Company

Lf

Judge

of Probate for

T. W. &W. Pitcher,
SI

BELFAST, Mo.

MOWER IK SIGHT!

KNIFFEN

^IMILS
ol
A

<« n*-ral

Vanquished
ami

all

proved

EH

Belfast, within and lor the
second Tuesday of May, A.

at

Gu lf.

MOW-

Machine.

METALIC SPRING-TOOTH
HORSE HAY RAKE.
The

farmers.

This year many improvements have been made (which
have been tested by actual trial in the field,) in MATERIAL and CONSTRUCTION, and no pains have been
spared to make it the STANDARD TWO HORSE
MOWER.

We would sav to all. who desire a FIRST-CLASS MOWER OF KNOWN WORTH AND CHARACTER
to enquire of your fellow-townsmen as to its
workings—for there is scarcely a town in
New England where the UNION is
not used and liked.

Kb^CALL, and examine the goods at

72 Main Street, Belfast, Maine.
wifi

B4RKGR A

HEIMS ESS, Agents.

Linen Collars and
H. L. LORD’S.

High

HORSF-RAKE

Agents

St.

Rakes clean, works easy, and gives bi tter satisfaction
than any oiicr Rake ever invented, in proot ot which
thousands o. testimonials could be produced.
The Rake is mounted on wheels, thereby obviating the
objections which have In cn raided against all spring-tooth
rakes, where the whole weight of the rake rests oil the
teeth.
It has a spring seat for the operator; lias metallic spring
tu tb which pass lightly over the ground, gathering all
the hay, but without scraping up the dirt and stubble, as
is the case with rakes without wheels.
The pliability of the teeth is such that stones or other
obstructions, to the height of 14 inches, can be raked over
It is well
without leaving the hay, or injury to the rake.
adapted to the roughest meadows, where the great excelis
also
to
It
be
lence will
adapted (jleaning
appreciated.
(/vain Holds, which can be done by adjusting the teeth
above the surface of the ground.
The position of the head, bung at the axle, allows
wheel and teeth to pass into and out ot hollows and dead
furrows at the same time,a decided advantage over rakes
with the head in front of the wheels.

!
|

Barker &

|

Burgess, Agents,

Ji Wain Mreet,

Gw hi

Belfast, fliilnc.

To Breeders of Horses.
THE Stallion
Farmer” will stand during
the season at the stable of the subscriber in
Belfast, lie is in every respect a superior
horse. He was imported from Hie Provinces
last year his sire was imported from Scotland, and was
His dam was a fullof the celebrated C’lydell breed.
blooded English mare. He is seven years old and weighs
1400. Their stock can’t he heat.
FORD (1 AY.
4w4»
4SpTern»s warrant, $lu.

International

Steamship Company.

& Halifax.
TWO TRIPS PER
ARRANGEMENT
WEEK.
after
and
Monday, March 20th,
On

Digby, Windsor
SPRING

TUCKER. Muinger.

BELFAST BOOK
MAIN

29

STREET

STORE,
Opposite)

the)

AMERICAN HOUSE
aim: kf.pt coxstantia

i ou >aff

SCHOOL and CLASSICAL BOOKS
Of the various kind.'

in Wald--

u

«

•>unt>.

llisctllitiit'iin.-. AoimniE mill V\ liiliiu EnE.
imi'.Ks,

1 i-.sramen'ik,

a\i> hymn

i;o»»k

STATK >N l-.llY.
Note, Fetter, and 'ap Paper, ruled and plain ; F.nvel'
ol all sizes. Orawinir, Fauey, and wrapping 1’aj
>

Steel Pens

;

Ink Slates
holders:

;

Peneils
&c., Xc.

F’uhher: Fen

1 4V<M>3»* iAl)
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I.KT SOAl’s. D'WDl.i: 1*1 KIS, u\ MAI;
UOYV. SIIAVINi, <' U 1. A M
■OIID
BKl >111>, AND II AI It 1 IN >.
i>£> l’radcrs, Teachers. and
most favorable terms.

YOUNG

other-

-applied

on
d

..

...

HIGHLANDER!

1TI1S splendid hors, will
i.:1
dalle, weighing I.,!b~.
land- :
bands high, and D a eoal blaek color. II v.
ril ■ I imported trom l'rinee Kdward’s 1-land
ID
dam a thorough bred Knglish m ire. \VY claim that t!;.
horse has not his superior in tliD Srafe lor spe d -ito*
draught, being good size, line >t\l,\ compact 1.mid. at
a good clean gaii ; perfectly <i>»cih and ph
-..ni to h an,II,
in single or double harm--.
fid- hor-e
t h,
premium tor thoroughbred hor-e- at the U aid,, «
Fair in lbG7.
1 ho-■ wishing t.. impia.v, their
would do well to call and examine
,1 tear- ! tore h
iug served elsewhere. 11- will -i uul tie |nvml •••■as lollows
lielfast, S ATI’ III) A Y > l’m.-p,, t Mar-1 111 DAY
The remainder of tin- week at
he -nb-e; ii
-tabi- in
North Searsport.
TLItVD
Sea on
\Y 1
Single Service, 7
ranted, Slo.
All Mares disposed
will be c.• 11 -1,i,• 1, I v. a t.
Colts will be holden lor anioum ,»t
en it
A \ <a Y
la. \\
North Searsport, May !•-. 1 >•••'.
:w
..

nexf

(1/\

..

*• >111:■
¥¥7"OI 1.1) Invite flu
aud vicinity, to 1mm new
Yf
ol

1;

I

:

It,

..ml

0
e

u

:
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1.

:i

BONNETS, HATS, RIBBONS, AND
FLOW la IS.
At her Kooms

II.

11.

o\ er

IX>iiHits'

ms

stoki:.
iitn ivf

Belfast & Mooselxoad lake Railroad

Company.

tin*

application
writing
ON holders
in said Company, 1

in
of iift»*eu
:
•!,
hereby gi\ e u
of
saiil
.it
Stockholders
will
be
held
the th
meeting
of the Clerk of the Courts, in Belfast, on lhuisdi'
Tenth day of June next, at 10 o'clock, V M. tour; >u
the following subjects
1st. To decide whether or not. s.,id Stockholder' \vi!
ratify a contract for a lease of the l!elf;i>t and Moos. v :i.i
Lake Railroad, to the Portland and Kenneb.

a

<

■

Company.
Jd. It said contract for a lease of said B. Hast and
Moosehead Lake Railroad is rejected, to dreidi win *.»-i
they will contract for a lease of said Itelfa-t and M
head Lake Railroad, to any other Railroad Companv
Dated at Belfast this IMh day of 'lay, A. I*. In
>

A\L*|
ANKL

HAveiUMi
11
A r DUD,

3wi:»

GARGET!

) President of said Bella-.;
Moosehead I
R. R.
...

J&

GARGET ! !

rilHEbest root In the world for cattle. Roots ot gar
1 get, one two and thiee years’ tdd, tor sale by the
DAVID \VILK1N>.
subscriber.
;wh.*
East Knox, May '?■!, 1SCU.

Notice !
subscriber hereby forbids -.ill p, rsous crossing his
furniin the town of Waldo, without permission,

rilllK

_t_

ami any person
law.

so

doing

Waldo, May iff, 1SC.I.

».

33.

will lie prosecuted according
I 1.1 UTTI.KPtKI.P.
:tw u.-

t

■

GHaldUM.

HOUSE, SHIP, CARRIAGE,
sign

&

ounamental

—

the steamer NEW ENGLAND. C’apt.
E. Field, and the steamer NEW

BRUNSWICK, Capt. E. B, Winchester, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot ot State street,
FOR a temporary purpose, while
mare every Monday and Thursday, at 5 o’clock P. M., for
my
and colt are in pasture. Any person having Eastport and St. John.
a horse that he would like well used, and to
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport same day.
Connecting at Eastport with steamer BELLE BROWN
gain flesh, mav hear of a customer by applying
i. V. M< CLINTOCK.
for St. Andrews and Calais, and N. B. & C’. Railway for
Woodstock and Houlton station.
ISf.V).
3wiC*

Horse Wanted.

Morch nit-' E\clm.».

England.

for New

Known.

EASTPOkT, CALAIS ancl ST. JOHN,

CUFFS AT

Call at No. 10

Best

just

long before the
well known to all

so

are

in,* athau-

Mrs. M. A. WOODCOCK,

WHITCOMB’S

Belfast.

been

KVKKF.IT1, Bankrupt.

Winlcrport,

Improved Union, Improved Union,
The UNION MOWER 1ms

..

AT WASHBURN'S

Freedom Notice.

MAC 111 HE!

public, that its sterling qualities

Uankmi-uv.

'VTOT1CK is hereby given that I have relinquished
to my son ROSCOK li. HUTCHINSON, his time
during the remainder of his minority, and shall pay mnn
of his debts, or claim any ol his earnings alter this dab1.
II. P. HUTCHINSON.
Attest. M. A. Mill fit.
“■wlf.
liSfdb
May ‘-4,

TWO HORSE

H0U1\G

|N

Til IRD (iKNKRAL MKKTINGol tin Credi
ot said Bankrupt will be hold at Belfast in
said District, on the titind day ot .lune, A. I*., lsi'.d,
at d o’clock, P. M., at the otlice ot Peter l haelu r, Ks.p,
one of the Registers in Bankruptcy, in said District, to
wit: at the otlice of the Register ot Probate, for the purposes named in the '-'Mb Section ot the Bankrupt Act of
B. P. P1KKD, Assignee,
1m»;.
March
bvh
Belfast, May til, lM'»d.

BI HCtim AgenH.

IIAnHKH &

run;^

tors

The Kniffen mower is a marvel cf simplicity— there being not more than one half the pecies and bolts found in
other machines. It will descend into deeper hollows,
and raise over higher obstructions, than other machines,
and that without stopping the action of the cutters.
It
will throw out of gear with one movement, stopping not
only the motion of the knives—but all the gears instantly, it will also pass over high obstructions between the
wheels.
We invite all farmers who are in want of mowers to
call and examine this one before purchasing. Remember
the place.

72 Main Street,

hi: I’m
District ot Maine.

rpilK

ease

Competition

Mowing

r

1 n the matter of JOSKPH \V.

One horse can work it with ease in any kind of grass,
and perform »«>«oia-^ig-litlc* of the work usually done
by two horses with an ordinary mower.
It has taken the first premium at several State and
Countv fairs, and was awarded in 1SG.S, at the (iREAT
MIAMI VALLEY FAIR in OHIO, over v»G other machines, a COLD MEDAL as being the

Best

1

Street, Boston.
J. I\

MAii's.

itsell' to be the

Most Successful ONE HORSE
ER in the World !

•

LOCil. U.ETTM U1E
l
in
anil Town, and application*
every City
from competent parties for such agent »es.
xxitli suitable ntiloricmnif. slioulil be a«!
dre ssed to
PIBBZ.S* IBB: 25 fed
■Belfast. He
special tg-enf for IValdo Count*.

IN >N the
tioner

" is.KX

splendid mower, by Its lightness of draft,
ui iiiagemeut and execution has

CHANDLER.

IhiLLlNS &

the Countyo

issued trom said Court, returnable before the Court, at
Portland, in said bistfiet, mi the lirst Mor»dav ot dune,
A. IT, ISO.*, which order, through accident, and without
fault upon the part of the petitioner, has not been complied with, and said petitioner now applying to the Court
lor a new order of notice on said petition
upon reading
said petition anew
N«»w iiiiiti;iii;i) by the Court upon this sevenIt
teenth day ol May. A. I>. ts>iu, that a Inuring he had
upon the same, on the lirst Monday ot September, A. D.
lfMip, beiore the Court in Portland, in said District, at
ten o’clock. A. 51.. and that notice thereof be published
in the Rockland Free Press and the Republican Journal,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts ami other persons in interest, may appear at
said time and place, and show cause, it any they have,
why the prayer ot said Petition should not t e granted.
\VM. P. l’RKBLK.
Clerk of District Court lor said District.
;:-wb)

—in ui;it-

iONE HOUSE non

■

u.■

wtteri <li«* follox*

at,

« lurirml
National Company
»*.
special act of Congress.
Kt has aJ|i;iiil*np capital of ^a.Odn OOO
It offers Ion 1‘iitex of premium
It furnishes larger insurance tliao oi>
companies for the same money
It is definite and certain in its terms.
11 is a liome company in ex cry locality.
Its policies are exempt from attachment
The re are no unnecessary restriction* in
the policies.
Every policy is noii-forfciiahle.
E*olivies may he taken xxhich pay Co «lt
insured llieir full amount, and return all
I the
premiums. so that the insurance cost*
only the interest on the animal payment*
Policies may he taken that xxill p.ty to the
insured, at ter a certain number of year-,
during' life, an annual income of onc-fciith
tlie amount named in the policy
To extra rate is cliargetl for risks on the
liVCS Of fchiaici.
Bt Insures, not to pay dixidemls to policy
holders, hut at .so loxx a cost that dix iilni.l*
xxill he impossible.
Circulam. Pamphlets and full particular*
,•
igixen on application to the It ran ill
of the Company, or to

June next, at ten o’clock in the toreno.m, and shew
cause, it anv thy have, why the same should not be
ASA fllUKLoi t.11, Judge,
granted.
A true copy. Attest- B. P. Flt:u>, Register. TV

JOBBING DEPARTMENT
will always be found a full assortment of desirable goods adapted to the Country trado.

So OTHER ONE HORSE

x.

1

at fail-

VIISrsTRKKT.

e!

a

a

I\l

!

■

OFFICERS.
CLARENCE II. CLARK, President.
JAV COOli F, Chairman Finance and l
mittee.
liEN RY L» COOK I Vie -Vre-i.J.-nt.
EMERSON \V. I'EI- I Secretary anu .\>

iv

Gray’s
—AND—

con-

to gain by fair dealing
a share of their patronage, as our
BANKRUPTCY NOTICES.
business is conducted on the one
».
Tin. I'Mitli
,N liANK1;1
price system (the only fair way to D.m nnrrCol
*j
aiks, District ol Maine.
I.
A
T<
of
Cll
AS.
In
matter
the
>N,
Bankrupt.
trade). We can warrant to all
IS TO <iiVK NOTICK Unit a Petition having
! Ap'II.
who may favor us with a call, per- rpilIS
1. been presented to the < ourt on the first d
A. 1
ISO*. 1.} 1 HAR1.KS l.A lON ut bier Mr in s.i-1
fect satisfaction as to Prices, District, a Bankrupt, praying that ho might t decreed
lull discharge trom all his debt.-, provable
io luve
under tin* Bankrupt Act, upon which an order o: notice
duality and Durability.

New Block,

Simonton Bros. & Co., Church Street.

goods,

PHILADELPHIA,

1

foregoing Petition, Onh red, That the petigive1 notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy*of said petition, with this order thereon,
to be published three week- successively in the Republican Journal.
paper printed at Belfast, that tiny may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate
Olliec in Belfast aforesaid, on tin* second Tuesday ot

aim of the proprietors to
suit the multitude ithe working

next door to

pepsia,

steel-engraved
None
Chemical warehouse,

Elegant Store,

peculiar tendency to the Urinary

They are given In complaints of the Urinary Organs,
such as Gravel, Chronic Catarrh of the Bladder, Morbid
Irritation of the Bladder and Uretha, Diseases of the
Prostrate Gland, and Retention or Incontinence of Urine,
from a loss of tone in the parts concerned iu its evacuation. The remedy has also been recommended iu DysChronic Rheumatism, Cutaneous Affections, and

House-;

special

people!
prices, aud

BANK BIT I.I>I Nt.,

here th general business ol tie Company i~ tran-m t
and to which ail general correspondence -dmuM 1>-

riTUK l .N DLKSlt i.N KD, guardian ot MARIAM F.. and
IVORY .\. CLARK, minor heirs of Henry (i.
Clark, late ot Franktort, in said County, d*ceased, re
spectluily represents that said minors are seized and possessed of certain real estate, situate in Franktort, ami
containing 7*acre*, more or less, and known as the HearGeorge farm. Also another lot situate in Prospect, being an undivided half part ot about f<<* acres. I hat an
advantageous oiler of one hundred and thirty-nine dollars, has been made by Ira Allen, ot Frankfort aforesaid,
which oiler it i- tor the interest of all concerned, inime
diutely to accept, the proceeds thereof to be put on interest for the benefit ot said minors.
WiiiCKU OUK your petitioner prays your honor to grant
her a license to sell and convey said real estate ot said
minors, 'including the reversion of the Widow's dower
thereon,) to said liv Allen, for said sum.
ll.VRRIlir P. CLARK.

wares--also manufacturers of Ladies' and Misses’ Garments. Paisley
j
Shawls a speciality.
It is the'

must

Sunday

New

To the Honorable

keeping goods of every descrip At Court of Probat e, held
the
ot Waldo,
tion, Gloves, Hosiery, and small; County
D. lst'c*.

SI

Storage,

]W

State*

on

Ship Painter,

north of New
HIGH ST..

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all

a

G

building

itir\i\c2g or mm,

Would call the special attention
1
of the public to their extensive
j
Stock of DRY & FANCY GOODS,
suitable for family use at such
prices i s will suit the most economical.
Our goods are of the
first and medium qualities, consisting of Dress goods, Woolens, j

with good

FI

File 1’ NATIONAL

corned,

Waldo.

RAINING, G LAZING, Wll 11 E
WASHING, ENAMELING AND VARNISHING.
Painting and Papering Front Entries, Parlors ami Sitting Rooms made a specialty.
GRAINING WITH “MACHINE,” IN OIL.

Shop

-$2,000,000.

/M ID I'

riTUL subscriber hereby gives public notice to all eon1
cerned, that she has been duly appointed and taken
esupon herself the trust, ot' Administratrix of the
tate ot Helen I*. Washburn, late ot Wintcrport, in the
County of W aldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law di
rccts; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted
to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the
same for settlement to her attorney, I’. W. Kelly, Fsq.,
at his office in W'inierport, in said Countv.
»MARGAKFT WAS1IHURX W ARD.

W. Pitcher

Shawls, Silks, Domestics,

O'

Ari'lilH K» Jfl.T

that he has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself (he trust ut Administrator ot the estate of
James If. Files, late of Monroe, in the County *>t
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to -aid
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
-Fj
settlement to him.
TIMOTHY MAYO.

1 enclosed to
your case
you a prompt reply, with
full information as to what is your due under existing
laws with pamphlets of explanation.
-tfgr*1 Delays are dangerous.’’ Five years will b.u a pen
sion claim from death. Send in your case (fee enclosed)
and immediate examination will be mad *.
4y£r*llighost cash prices paid for Land Warrants, and
State, Town and Bounty scrip negotiated.
Address A. II. SMALL, General Solicitor,
4w47
Gardiner, Maine.

Estab-

Orders lett

I

what is their due.

or

<

IIAKTKUKD 111 A SPECIAL ACT OF COM,UPSS

a

rruiL

tfif-You may be entitled to money ot which you know

Tvr. j.\— ouIaIjMa<^:ixr.

manner.

Me.

nothing. A lull statement, of
defray expenses), will ensure

Rhubarb, Mandrake, Dandelion,

fljjy All work done in the best
Slate promptly attended to.

MSESaMPENSIONS!!

4JbT*All classes of claims vigorously prosecuted and
speedily adjusted.
jA»=*lt is estimated that there are at present date lu.000
just and equitable claims in the State ot Maine, remaining
unpaid from the tact that parties do not understand the
laws

I>.

WASHINGTON,

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
on the second Tuesday of May in
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred at.d sixty-nine.
■VTAN'CY HOLMKS, widow of 0verge Holmes, late of
Belmont, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for an allowance from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered. That the said Nancy give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy ot this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast' within and for said County,
on the second Tuesday of Juue next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
prayer ot said petition should not be granted.
ASA THPRLOLfiH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—11, P. Fn-:i.i» Register.
F>

Thin in our of tli«k largest ami iiiimt Nucrens*
ful (’laim Ageiirien in Aon England.

IGwJOsp

1»APER-HANGING,

*2mos47

SMALL’S
National Claim Agency, Gardiner,

&c., all so compounded as to act in concert with Nature,
and their etTccr is truly wonderful. They absolutely cure
Liver Complaint, Jaundice, Costivenesr, Headache, Piles,
Weakness, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Dizziness, Heartburn, Flatulency, Loss of Appetite, all kinds ol humors,
and every disease arising lroni a disordered stomach or
bad blood, GEO. C. GOODWIN CO., Boston, and all

House &

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

County of Waldo,

Main Nt.

lSGd.

ARMYMNAV Y!

mi*
to use

druggists.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot May, in
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
J. PLAN, widow ot Avery Dean, late of
Lincolnville, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition tor an allowance from the
personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Delora give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be publish* *i
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal
printed it Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said County,
on the second Tuesday * t .June next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said lYtition should not be granted.
ASA THURLOl'OH, Judge.
lo
A true copy. Attest—ii. l\ Fii-a.i), Register.

—of Tin:—

At

the best Wheel Ilcrse Bake ever brought before the public. All desirous of purchasing will find it for their
interest to call and examine this Bake before
buying elsewhere.

-hn.’Jdsp

ly Ash, Thoroughwort,

At

INSURANCE COMPANY

LIFE

dressed.

BURT SELF ADJUSTING
HORSE RAKE,

uiiil l*ill ilo you <«ooil.
-Now is
the time
tfie Great Spring and Summer Medicine,
DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BI TI ERS, composed of Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prick-

Huy

call}our attention to the

We would

DK. 3. O. lUKlI A UD.SOX'S SllKliltY WINK

BITTERS,—the most medicinal in the market.

RAKES

HORSE

only

gists.

national

SABAH

ADMISSION, 35 Cents DFLORA

blood.
Sclienck’s Mandrake rill* aei upon tin* liver, removing
all obstructions, relax the ducts oi the gall bladder, the j
€'tn.
bile starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved; the stools I Orihe^tra ( hairs. ;»0 Cts.. Wallen i»
will show what the l’ills can do; nothing has ever been
llcscrvcil Meats in Gallery, 33 Cents.
invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is
Doors open at
o’clock, Performance commence at 8.
with great care,) that will
very dangerous to use unless

skip

balance of

a Probate Court held at
Belfast, within an 1 for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May, in
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
T. Cl.ARK, sister of E/ra I. Clark, late ot
Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that she may be appointed administratrix on said deceased’s estate.
Ordered, That the said Sarah give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy ot this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of June next, at ten ot the clock before
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
'»
of said petition should not be granted.
ASA l'H URLOUOII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. 1'iki.d, Register.
la

At

Emotional Play in live acts, entitled

(heat

Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills will cure Consumption, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, it taken according
to directions. They are all three to he taken at the same
THE FORSAKEN.
time,
they cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put
as produced at N'iblo’s Garden, New
it to work; then the appetite becomes good; the too l1 The Original Play
1-0
lor
consecutive nights,by Miss Kate BateYork,
digests and makes good blood: the patient begins to
and
now being performed by her in Great
man,
matter
in
the
ripens
lungs,
grow in flesh; the diseased
Britain with great success.
ind the patient outgrows the disease and gets well. This
is the only way to cure consumption.
To these three medicines Dr. J. II. Schenck, ot Philasuccess in the treatment of
delphia, owes his unrivaled The
Pulmonic Syrup rip lipulmonary Consumption.
To conclude with the Laughable Yankee Farce,called
the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it oil by 1

7, and swallowed 27 for a dose. This created, of be paid for. \
In this city, May 2fth, Mr. Reuben Herrick, aged M yrs.
Imi'imTANT Decision.
Tin* opinion of course, an ap-paul-ing internal rebellion. But Paul
In Unity May 12th, Miss Deborah Mitchell, aged tlo
went through the tight like a hero, and came off vic.fudge Fox of the L. S. District Court in the tor
; 11th, Samuel Kelley, aged (H years.
years
at last, with a renovated system which he proudIll Brooklyn, N. V., 25th ult., Mrs. Betsey IS., wile ot
ease of a libel promoted by the owners of
brig ly exhibits as proof of the w isdom of his choice. 1 homas
C. Porter, formerly ol' this city.
Maria 'V idle, to recover from the respondents, He advises
every body to take Dr. Ayer's Pills, but
M' "i s < ’houseman A .Marshal! the balance ot kindly advises his friends who are ambitious of folNEWS.
freight money for the transportation of a car- lowing his example, to pe sure and take der right
hot ion." [Minnesota Telegraph.
go of ice from (iardinerto New Orleans, is of
POUT OF BELFAST.
importance to commercial circles. The carARRIVED.
go was 200 tons and the freight money tg.’iOOO.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
May 2f)th. Sell D K Arey, Ryan, Boston.
I ’poii the arrival at New Orleans, the agent of
2ftii. Sclis Gen Meade, Cunningham, Boston; J 1*
the respondents would not pay the freight
Merriam, Clark, Bangor.
and
6sth. Schs Earl, Furguson, Boston; Hattie, Carter,
money, nor any part of it, alleging that he
had received no bill of lading or instructions On the principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable do.-9th. Seh James
Jewett. Coombs, Boston.
terms. liuiuireof
and had no funds, though he was willing to
l.lii
W. II. ftl.IIFMOIV.
SAILED.
receive the cargo and unload it. After some
May ~ftil. Sgh Adaline Ryan, Boston.
29th.
Schs
all
claims
the,
abandoned
to
the
Sarah
Buck, White. Bangor; Harmony,
agent
delay
DiitiTser'* Head filiot for Bed-Uiign.
Hart, do.
cargo, and the captain, under legal advice,
Butcher’** Llglituing Fly Killer.
DISASTERS.
sold it at public sale which was properly adSold by Druggest everywhere.
lmosplO
Liverpool, May 19—The Golden Pledge, bark (salt)
vertised and well attended. The cargo had
which left this port Jan 21 lor Castine Maine), has not
wasted 10 per cent, and the net amount realbeen beard ol and is supposed to have been lost. She
Sorvices
was built at New Brunswick iu 18<H, was fiH tons regisized was but SCtit.S.-,. Judge Fox, after careter, and was owned by Messrs Thompson & Co, Leatli.
a Sermon at 10 1-2 A. M. and 7 1-2 P.
rilll
ERE
will
be
the
and
ease
aureviewing
citing high
fully
1
iu the Baptist Church, in this city, next Sabthorities, decided that the neglect and aban- bath. M.
Subject in the evening—•* THE BOW OF PROMdonment of their property by the respondents ISE.”
lwsp
placed the master in a hazardous situation
UNDERSIGNED tikes pleasure in announcing
so
with
rpiIE
perishable a cargo: and believing that
JL to the citizens of Belfast and vicinity, that he has
[From Dispensatory of the United States.]
he acted honestly, and, as lie believed, for the
DIOS M A CREN AT A—BUCHU LEAVES.
just removed to the
best interests of all parties, and that he was
Properties.—Their odor is strong, diffusive, and
aromatic, their taste bitterish, and analogous
obliged from the necessity of the east1 to act somewhat
to mint.
a- he had, ordered a decree to be entered for
Medical Properties and Uses.—Buchu leaves are fitted up expressly for him iu

Wharfage

original

8, 1809.

June

Thursday Eve,,

tfldsp
Hcliciuk

Ata Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County ot W ildo, on the second Tuesday ot May, in
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixtv-niue.
KEILLEY, Administrator of the estate of
Francis Cullen, late of Winterport, in said Couutv
of Waldo, deceased, having presented his first and final
account of administration on said estate together with
his private claim for allowance.
Ordered. That the said Administrator give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to he
published three weeks successively in the Republican
.Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and (or said
County, on tho second Tuesday of June next, at ten ot
* the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they ha\*
why the same should not be allowed.
ASA TIM KLOl OH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B. I*. Fir.i.n, Register,

JAMES

by

Imre

of HhalMoever

BELFAST.

HAYFORD'S HALL,.

purely

BE

PROBATE NOTICES.

THEATRE I

And take no other. Sec that the portrait ot l)r. Clarke
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
vegetable and w ill not intoxicate, tfsp
They are

turning

the first place, we breed from the very best stock;
about saw twenty steamboat pipes ladled into and in the second place, our people use Sheridan's
one and a mile long tivistdig toward the shore. Cavalry Condition Powders which in our judgment, are of incalculable adtantage.
The
ran for life, and the
ran

CLARKE’S SHERRY WIN! RITTERS, !

Esq., by Rev. E. Kuowlton, Mr. Anson G. Neal and
spout
boy
upon
published in some of the radical
Lydia J. Smith, both of Belfast.
Strikof the State, showing the preferences that the shore apparently in pursuit of him.
[JjArAlynheer Paul Dietrich, of Milwaukee, feeltinbeach
the
the
vast
castle,
fronting
pil- ing his earthly tabernacle stored with troubles, to
been expressed for or against chamberlain by ing
I )IED.
lar id' water broke, and the shore for an eighth be expelled, decided, after full enquiry and investiit> pivssi-v. it is headed "llnw they stand.”
gation, to employ AVer’s Pills. In haste to purify
of a mile was deluged by its Hood.
hav. another showing‘*IIow they lie.”
[ Obituary notices, beyond Ike date, name and aye,
his Dutch stomach, he mistook the directions, 2 to

\

!

gallonby strangers visiting
we show* a large rpmportion of good
the clouds during its existence.
Nearing State, that
than
in the Cnion. This,
horses,
other
state
any
beach
it
the
was seen by a boy who said that
we tell them, is owing to two principaljreasons: in
he heard a terrible
and on

ASK FOil HR.

X3

a

i n t

e r.

GRAINING, GLAZING, GILDING, and PAPER
HANGING executed in the neatest Mvle, Mill ?■
CABINS Grained, varnished and polished in the most
Modern and Best Style. BLINDS painted at a lower
price than can be done at any other shop ; it done before
tin* 1st of April or May. Also, CARRIAGE PAIN 1
1NG at the lowoa CASH prices.
ton Nf.
We.
ftlion on W»»»
B. GILLUM.
6m;i0

Great Reduction of Fares!

Ilcto Scbbcrtiscmchfs.

P joetrn._|

DH-.

o-oo-oo-o

CASTLES IN THE AIR.

terms to agents before sending to any other
firm. We give agents lOA yanl» sheeting:
for clubs of lOO. if all returned, and at the
Recollect
same rate lor clubs of thirty, forty and sixty.
our Dollar Sale is the oldest and largest in this city, and
answered
letters
and
all
orders
being
perfectly reliable,
the same day they are received. Don't pay the high
by
prices charged at the stores, but save your money selsystem oj
sending to us, and don't condemn our clubfemale
and
Male
it.
agents
ling goods before you try
wanted in all towns and villages, where prices arc high,
In sending clubs, send lOets. tor each name. Circulars
sent tree by mail. KASTMAN & KENDALL,20 Hawley
Street, Boston, Mass.

OUR

the beauteous realms of dreamland.
In th<* moonbeam’s silvery light.
At the golden loom of fancy
■>it I. weaving visions bright;
Hearing up ct boreal structures,
Thin n< mist and light as air.
Working on with kindling fervor,
Wink I weave a fabric fair.
h'

Ah. m\ castle none may enter!
( dosed it is to mortal eyes;
\ t amidst its wealth and splendor,
Write I. lost in strange surprise,
I hat in all my haunts and rambles
Lon" I not.for kindred mind,
And alone and unattended
This solitude congenial And.

new

j

m

it

Agents,

golden

book,

prevail:
supplant
pale;

©

j
j

a

large handsome octavo, beantifully illustrated with

engravings, selling with astonishing rapidity, and
giving universal satisfaction. Exclusive territory and
large commissions given. Liberal salaries paid to exefficient canvassers. Send tor descriptive circuperienced,
lars giving lull information to
A. S. HALE & CO., Publishers, Hartford, Ct.

loiuls as light as foam-flecked wavelet*
al aero» this azure sky,
r.i enrich the sunset splendor
With their gold and crimson dye;
Founts of dew play mists ol silver
1 p into the scented air,
rhi’owing fepruv like glistening crystals
«>Vr the pearly petals rare.

!

NOTICE.

i

A lull and complete assortment of Groceries, which we
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will
make prices satisfactory.
WM. B. SWAN,
A. CUTTER SIBLEY.
Belfast, May 1, 1800.
ti43

>

Is a cooling and pleasant beverage, mure fully quenching
the thirst than any other article in use, which makes it
sought alter as a Summer drink, and only requires a fair trial to be appreciated.

Cor. of Treuiout A Rrouitiehl Stu.,
Are the sole agents for the sale of rights for New Eng
land.

impregnable

mine.

as

ver must l fear intrusion
From a friend or foe without.
em iny can storm mv fortress,
t )r can capture its redoubt;
In r**\erie.s alone 1 wander.
Well assured that none would dare
fo invade the sacred precincts,
(»f my castle in tin.- air.

^

j

A

among the flower:*, so pure and sweet;
11i 1 <■ lrom the darkening sky, on cheek and brow,
The kisses of the dew-drop fall
: v. ul

Lightly, silently.

A-

shadows

on a

sunlit wall.

I land upon the shore w ith outstretched arms.
'i. lining to w restle with the surging
ever

An

*

LADIES!—We

still from childhood land.

Softly, tenderly.

i

13 skein** of No. 1
Sewing MIk—colors to suit—or 3 papers of sufor
33 cents.
perior EugliMli" leeilled
HOW & CO., Portland, 3Iaiue.

dee]):

Lot

echo holds

me

the sand.

to

swiftly, dreamily.
sweet

-omo

j
I

vision nigh.

the ups and downs of time—
noon-day, with it- toil and heat:
\nd struggle to obtain the light.

I w alk amid
r. i the full

dearly, hurriedly.
rat eh a glimmer of the night.
<

I

Which

summer

days

l iif beneath lie* shattered
W iih furrowed brow, and

had

FIRE!

early wrought.

links of life

silver-threaded hair;
While, in and out. the Liver's Wave.
Slow !y. steadily,
lla- ki*sed Time's fool-print to the grave.

FIRE!'

bearing

an

inscription,

is a long, low cafe from
which the smoke and smell of the cooking is
oiistantly going up. At certain stations on
the road, the railroad officials, all of whom
are dressed in uniform, inquire if
you will
dine or sup, as the ease may be. If you anwer in the affirmative the fact is
immediately
telegraphed to'the station where the meal is
Even
the
number of your comprovided.
partment goes with it. On arriving at the
tat ion a box is put into your hands.
It conlains four courses, with soup and wine. You
are allowed forty minutes to eat, which von
do while the ear is on i;s way. The dinner is
Inn and excellent. You eat at your leisure and
are charged the moderate price of GO cents
for the arrangement,
Your box istakenfrom
von. and you proceed on your wav.
l'ltKKiitT.

of hived bees,
a livelv
time at Princeton, on Thursday. When the
train stopped at that station it was discovered
that the wire gauze placed oxer the entrance
of tlie hive, to allow tlie lines air and at the
line time prex cut
their escaping, had be1oine somewhat displaced.
The bees had
made the discovery first, and resolved to
■-warm" and make tlie rest of tlie
journey
iin
western city whither they xvere be(lo
ing sent) in their oxvn way. They did swarm,
too. and about the ears of tin* officials, who
for sonie time made inetl'eetual attempts to
induce the saucy little creatures to go back
into tin hive and lie good.
Well, what if a
dozen or more of the passengers who ran
i" the
spot to learn the excitement, did get
their eyes bunged up. That was tlie price
they paid fur their curiosity. Hut all did feel
"I'ry Iin* one sprightly blue-eyed beauty
whose nose suddenly assumed alarming proportions. The train started on, and the relaetory little creatures who had refused to return to tin* hive xvere observed on the
xving a
few rods behind the train, doing their best to
keep it]), generally coming up as the train
halted at tin* different stations, in time to sting
tin* brakeman.
[Hamilton (Ca.) Spectator.
I.i v ki.x

on

a

A

s

warm

2

$3000

IALA1KY.

COTTONADES and FLANNELS.
hand a lot of Ready Made Clothing, to he'sold
out within thirty days it possible.
RS*Guick sales and small protits Is my motto.
3mlf
A, HARRIS.

5j

>

ga

^

o
►1

o

a
a

'«

to
B
ft

semi for catalogue of all new Architectural Books awl Journals. Address A. J. Hick& Co., Pub’rs,Troy, N. V., or Springfield, 111.

BFIJLDEDS

rri

A

T_

Wore

AGENTS

Valuable than Hold. For
sent two 3-ccnt stamps to.

jLLA I “"particulars
Ho*
PITPIN,

loer, Cincinnati,

O.

VEAlli'
Experience in (lie
rpinitTl
I Treatment of ('lironic and Sexual lli§>
J'iew
eaiteit.— Physiological
of Marring?.—The cheapest book ever published—containing nearly 300 pages, and
130 line plates and engravings of the anatomy ol the hu-

in a state of health and disease, with a treatearly errors, its deplorable consequence upon the
mind and body, with the author's plan ot treatment—the
only rational and successful mode ot cure, as shown by a
report of cases treated. A truthful adviser to the mar- !
ried and those contemplating marriage who entertain
doubts ot their physical condition. Sent free ot postage
to any address on receipt ot 25 cents, in stamps or postal
currency, by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden
Lane, Albany, N. V. The author may be consulted upon
any of the diseases upon which his books treat, either
personally or by mail, and medicines sent to any part of
the world.

Having Leased the Elegant Store
years, and
pense in

Words of Cheer
who have fallen victims to SOCIAL
desire a better MANHOOD. Sent in sealed envelopes, free of charge. Address HOWARD ASSOCIATION, Box P, Philadelphia, Pa.
ELI*

a

sparing no
making it

Wo. 40 Park Mow, W. Y.

what
for

was

our

then the

“Lists

of

we

largest

print below, gave

contract

100 Local

wc

had

over

Nkwsfafers.”

in 1SG7

received

ex-

And save your

&c., of

have received

City

induced to

CJentral

received

BANG 010

We have just

Who

LARGE INVOICE of GREATER

a

Than

Shovels,
No. 118

siek

aped

A ( ineiimati

correspondent, returning from

the East, was about to file himself away in
one of the railway pigeon-holes of a
sleepingear, when the somnolent passengers were
mused by the voice of aliuge Kentuckian, who,
holding up a pillow between his thumb and
linger, roared out to his attendant, “I say, you
boy, come back and take this away.” “What
tor sir?”
“Because I'm afraid the little thing
will get in my car.”

—LIGHT—

Clonks null Cloakings,

Man«, Ac..

HOSIERY,

5
5 1-2“
0 1-2
0 1-2
5 Papers
14

—

BANG (Hi, MAINE.

at PRICES

by

the COUNTY.
A

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

Nottingham

No. 20 South Seventh Street,
J. It. JONES, President,

on

hand and

As

we

have

Lace

3mos41

men

Curtains,

selling VERY

CHEAP

another LARGE

STORE in

enabled to

give

our

JOBBING

A

Customers.

SPECIALTY.

Country Dealers are invited to examine our
Goods and Prices; as we can name ligures, that will INDUCE them to

18C9.

Iyr43

siPFtiisra-

LORD’S,

—CUT AT—|

and

H.

CROASDALE’S

(144

SUPERPHOSPHATE!
A

L. LORD'S
So. TO Rlrb

Hi-

W5

Superior Article,
-FOR SALE BY-’
Win. PITCHER ft HOT.

i

___;
h L A f.T11

J

/

BEAUTY

*K sriUNMi l SI.. 1 • K TIIE WE AK, FoE
THE I-A! I Full I HI *H 'KEY. FOR
THE AID I) FOR I 1- M A EES !
■

<

W Tltlt.

<}

:■

Tin

in

maihc •»-,
•

liOO EA

V * fi>

>l’KKll'S C, lehrated WINK, -o much in u<« b> pin
cnn>, !hir mi
/»/:;.*/ .7
\r/m/.'A.
/•.i \io.\ni.i: it7/ir/ /;.
7 V / A / HOOT,
wh o ennui v n.-uia

axon:,

and such other Herb* ami Knots
”7i; in all on -e.- ;»■*»!•*
diE'e-sti- n, and give
TONK AND VU.OU In
Til V. YOI ND AND OLD,
.WALK AND I K.WAI l
All ii-i it w it !i wonderful sitee-bring' C O 1,0 Si
the pale and while lip- lilt om .ml llfuuty to tb
thin, wrinkled face, and careworn countenance. CureFever ami gives ippetife. Try them; u*e none other.
Ask
>p» cr*s Standard liit•«
-.

T

Soil

NO\.
by 1*7*1. O. |*001t
t but my signature is o\ er the cork o! each bottle.

See

SPEER,

A.
4f4

eirominiiy. H. 17. ami 3“ei•*%;*«*

>

J>

MANHOOD: HOW LOST, HOW fcESTOBED
.hist published, a new edition of< uliei
'*«‘** #
Olebrafed
on tie
radical cure with-au medicine oi Si
MATMKhIl‘1 A, or Seminal Weaklier, In
voluntary Seminal Lossr-, Lmpoti.m v. Mental and
L'hysical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc. ; s»l
so/Consimition’. Lri i.ki’-v and 1‘Tis, induced by ■<"
indulgence r sexual extra* a .-.nice.
&£jr Trice, in a sealed envelop*., cnl\ •) c- nts.
The celebrated author, in thi* admirable
clearlv
demonstrates from a thirty
.i's sur-.v-sful
that the alarming conse«iuene< ol ••it abim-- may be rad
ot internal medl
ically cured without th dangerous r.
cine or the application i.t theknite : pointing out a mod.of cure at once simple, certain ami effectual, by means ot
which every sufferer, no matter what bis condition m e
be, may cure himself cheaph private!}, and radically.
£-4* This Lecture should be in the hands ot ever-,
youth and every man in the 1 mil.
Sent under-cal, in :i plain envelope, to any address
postpaid, on receipt of six emits, oi i.\.» post stamp-.,
Al.-o, Dr. (,'ulverw ell’s Mai, age < ini.leg’ price St cents.
Vdd
VS. .1.
the 1’ubli
KI.IN’E & DO.
I
If 7 liowery Vew Viult. T<
oiuce To
..’..n

»

more effectually ami permanently, with
less restraint from occupation or less exposure to all
weather, with sale and pleasant medicines.
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

other physician,

’practiv

Their effects and consequences ;

SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions aud all diseases ot the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; < -institutional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad-

vanced,

[.

to

83Z:ZtSS.H

IV I \ S).

\/ V WILL BE FORFEITED BY Di:. L. DIX
*
if failing to cure in less time than any

C*?TS

re

Standard \\ hiv

S|M*«*f‘s

tive apparatus.
DP. T, C. A YE It it CO,, Practical Chemists,
LOWELL. MASS., I
S. A.
For sale by all Druggistsln Belfast.

at all ages, ot

|

BOTH SEXES, SINGLE Oil MARRIED.
DR.

rT<)

MBX'S

Mj.

LADIES. —The celebrated DU.

IDE

X. particularly invites

MEDICAL OFFICE,
•*1 JbiMlicoSt Street, llonton. .THa##.
PRIVATE

all Ladie.- who need

a

!.. Dl\
M'dical >.

surgical adviser, to call at his Booms, vi 1 udicott St
Boston. Mass., which they will liml arrang'd tor the

so arranged that patients never see or hear * ach other j special accommodation.
'*
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to thiRecollect, the only entrance to his office is NTo. 1. hav
branch of th> treatment ot all diseases peculiaing no connection with his residence, consequently no partlcular
family interruption, so that on no account can any person to females, it i- now com cdt 1 1>\ all, both in this coun
try and Kuropi that he xe.l- all other known practihesitate applying at his office.
iouers in the sale, speedy uul effectual t realm* nt of all
DR. DIX
female complaints.
boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by
His medicines are prepared with the express purpequacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure them- of removing ill diseas.’- .-.jcli as debility,
weakness, uu
selves, to impose upon patients,) that he
natural suppressi ms, ruiargvineni ■; ot re. womb, also ai:
GRADUATE
1*11
Y
AN
REGULAR
SIl'I
TILE
ONLY
IS

is

HJBNH.Y

106

Y3C3£3XIMt£3,

Sudbury Street,

refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—
many of whom consult him in critical cases, because of
liis acknowledged skill mid reputation, attained through

*srsri:in«.

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,

Manufacturer of BILLIARD TABLES, with the «*.«•
teiitCoiubiiiatioit utrlp Cushion, superior
to any now in use, at reduced prices.
Oino:;;.t
-Kir-All order's promptly attended to.

CITY

DECISION ot the Commissioner ot Internal
Kevemie, just received, these bonds are not liable
to the internal revenue tux of FIVE l’Elt CENT, like
railroad bonds or bonds given by towns or cities in aid of
a railroad, or by way ot a loan of credit to a railroad
company.

City

Bonds A (IKEA I

ADVANTAGE over the bonds ot towns and citie- which
are subject to this tax, and makes them by far the most

desirable investment in the market.
Nearly fifty thousand dollars of these bonds were sold
before the decision of the Commissioner was received—
and investers will tind it for their advantage to send in
immediately, as no assurance can be given that any thing
more than a limited amount will be disposed of at former
rates.
TIMO. TilOllNDIKE,
tflO
City Treasurer.
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Till: ST I. AM1. It ( TTY Ol
RICH MOX1 i,
Jll(..
1 Seen put it! I-. ;i:: ! p
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\\ Til-T, Hi
p
comm.■nee her regular thrice week I
trip- hetv.ein | rt
land ami landings on tin- i’. m.'2;iv
and Ba\
k
leaving Portland ->n -Mi i.•!..• Ap:il ! •; fi. ,r <..
P- M., or on tin- :trri\ ul ot thI \p:.
w.ut
Boston. I,ea\ ing Ih-lla,-f on Moe !.-. \V.
I(ji

obtained for

professedly curing. < r th. dollar," or fraction of it,'’
maybe obtained for the nostrum. Ii is thus that man}
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts tot experiment* with quacket v.

..

Friday mornings

Passengers wil. I iltk.r--! tl,1»U. DI X\S
intermediate si ui.-ns,
very moderate. Communications sacredly
K»*turni*ig will ieavI'.-i !l
and
all
confidential,
may rely on him with the strictest
and Frida;
‘iig. at
secrecy and conlidence, whatever may be the .lisea*e, con- nay
The
lliehm -ml is m- : i!
ir
dition or situation ot any one, married or single.
-j--. !
Medicines sent by Alai! and Uxpress to all parts ot the ever buiit, ol remark do
are
;ssur.
d
iliai
Passengers
United Males,
ensure- tlu-ir comfort ami sah-t
to
All letters requiring advice must contain .on doll
lie:last, April : S-'O.
insure an ansvvi r.
Address Dig U. Dtx, No. :i Idudictt St. It. -ton, Mao. j
iv-“
i vr
Boston Jan.
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v. LOAiHAiut,

OIT K K OVEU 11. H. JOHNSON’S
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V
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SIOKK,

somiMc

THIS
posits

Smotl

rates.
N.

*4.

4?

Havin’.;

I,’
\
r.

tnit.
TB.iin Street
tr.ii

.»'£

hfJ

Bella.'t. Oct. lit*.

bou<;u r
du. bukokss,
oi l
will be happy to wait on his old cusiomei and the |
public generally. T. eth filled and restored to tlmiroiiginal shape. Teeth with exposed nerves treatedaml tilled.
Artificial teeth of th. best quality inserted ai reasonabb
rates. I• old and Silver Biate taken in exchange. All
work warranted. Teeth extracted w ithout pain if desired.
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to stay in Boston a few days under his tri atment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole atfen
tion to an oflice practice lor the cure of Private I >ise i-.
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the

.-

iiiJMif

3 !S;ai:i

ths'

* t.. 4 ei*

ill

Old

ItotfaM 0«}iv«.
$3ailse **«|li.U4‘

*•:,

'S'S5.v.

United States.

N. B.—All letters must contain one
not be answered.
Oflice hours from 8 A. m. to
v. m.
Boston, July 25, 1808.

dollar,

or

the;. \\i:'
1)

DR. E. KNIGHT,
8*11 ft *■( *,* \

1

discovered
H\Swhereby
lie is
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a new
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Shop
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few weeks.

tion,

UT*.

S. B. GILLUM.

I.IVI

Dr. Knight has disco.-red a now treatment for ('ail
cers that surpasses all oth.
now in us,
]t curi.. u j,|,
out knife, pi.i.-tor or pain, and h< a
will.out a seal
White
Swellin
Fays print*, Palsy and Fits
Fistula,
cured in half the time ..n,i !«,i 11 t
\p, S(. 0j am t,t»,,
treatment.
urt d w hen taken in
CON SI M PTION
ason.
Every kind ot humors radicated from the s\ stem
Dr. Knight invites all uMliel. d with the above named
diseases to cad and eon-ult him before
resorting to an\
other treatment. Fifteen days w ill satisfy any one of the
No char}’.- tor cousulfaefficiency ot his new medicim

in ter.

lVncliing-fon St. Bolfattt,

8

CANCERS’ CANCERS!!

OKNAMIATAL

May.

lim3u

(

lor tin1 t:
unt Kar,
ol th
woi<t ra-vs.>t
wi; h..i:i insIrutin iifs

■

in

GRAINING, GLAZING, GILDING, and l'APFR
HANGING executed in the neatest style, SHIP'S
CABINS Grained, varnished and polished in the most
Modern and Best St)lc. BLINDS painted at a lower
price than can l.e done at any other Shop; if done before
the 1st of April or
Also, CARRIAGE PAINT
ING at the low ei CASH prices.
on

Of

tiealiiM-ni

curing som.
blindness and deafness rv r known
pain. Eyes blind for yar-.aud pronounced ineura
ble by the best oceuli't- in : hi
■■•unt
h w !.. m ured

O-IIjLilJM,

HOUSE, SHIP, CARRIAGE,

now prepared to receive Dein Sums oi One Dollar and upwards, at the
Banking ltoom, No. 18 Main St. (Formerly Bank of Commerce Hoorn.)
Interest allowed on deposits of Five Dollars and over.
Money deposited on or before the first days ol June,
July, August, September or October, will he placed upon
interest at the rate of six per cent., or such other rate as
the profits will allow, the interest payable on the lirst
Monday of December, for each full month the same shall
have remained on deposite at that time.
ASA FAUNCE President.

u

«.

1,1 \ I

M.TI ttllKT'I'l
\Murl, Bu-ton. l-n B e

-00-

a

Bank.

.j

t

'I'lliR leave !tou«'s

Bellas:, Sandy Point. Buck-port an-1 Win!, j it.
Ma!
turning will leavt Winierp-ni
Mtouching at the..Ian. port-. Freight taken ?,t

HGLI’AMT, Mini:
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great discount,

INSTITUTION is

John H. Quimby, Trent.
Belfast, May lu, 18C9,

MoMnl

i.a.mfi:-

crly

DIB.

Savings

,•

Quietest and Easiest Route t? Boston1

1

Consisting
dwelling-house aud stable, with about 20 acres of land To Females in
Delicate Health.
adjoining, and 55 acres more within a short distance.
The house is built in a thorough and substantial manDOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 I'.mi
and
has
been
in
with
ner,
all
perfect repair,
recently
put
co r ST., Boston, is consulted daily lor all diseasthe conveniences and improvements usually found in a
es incident to the female system.
Prolapsus I'tori or
first class dwelling.
of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and
Falling
The main house Is 25x35 feet, with an L of 15x50 feet.
1
There aro 0 rooms on the first, and 0 on the second other menstrual derangements, are all treated on new
flocr. It has a fine dry cellar, well cemented, and is also pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a I!
few days. So invariably certain is this new mod.
abundantly supplied with hard aud soft water the entire very
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under
season.
The stable is 40x50 feet, and is conveniently sitand the alllicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
it,
uated and well arranged.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experiemu in the
The location is a very pleasant one, on tho west side of
cure of diseases of women than any other physician in
Marsh river, at Frankfort Mills. The house laces the
Boston.
south-west, and commands the sun throughout the day.
Boarding accommodations for patients who ma\ wish
The grounds arc prettily laid out with a summer house

Belfast

il J-l I ! A.'T iur
l»A A at. : '.■! ».-k IV M.

ftlK'irC'Bl* S * ir
Will It ,\v lit )S 1«>.N l. r r.l ; ! A >
and FK11> A A
-1 >
F. M
t.F.o.
ill!
Ilflfust, April II. !v'

<

()\VUN St. C. O’BKIKN

Bargain.

SUBSCRIBER offers for sale at
real estate at Frankfort, Me.

THEhis

Capt. J. P. JOHNSON,
Will It 'I
an.l l HI i:

SURGEON DENTIST

A

Belfast

SI! AMI i;

C .V IVT 13 R I D Gl E

through

BONDS, ft|#

gives

Til!

Boston and Penobscot River

EXEMPT FROM TAXATION!

This consideration

\i:i‘am;i:mi:.\t i ok !>-.■.
l'>v■<• trij's p. r wvk 1 oi

BOSTON ■"■"LOWELL

by

quack nostrl m-ma k e i;s,
false certificates and references, and recommendations of their medicines by the dead, who cannot expos,
or contradict them ; or who, besides, to further their impositions, copy from medical books, much that is written
ofthe qualities and elf cts of different herbs and plants,
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics
&c., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its “curing everythin:!'’ but m»w
kill more than is cured," aud t It so u< ?
known tc
killed, constitutionally injured for life.
i :nowam 1: ok qua* w doctoiis and
NOSTKUM-M AK KKS.
Through the U norance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
no other remedy, lie relies upon Mkritio
ami gi
it
t.o all his patients, in IV.la, Drops, &e., so the N^-trumuhls
to
his
so-called
id
x
tract*,
maker, equally ignorant,
Specific, Antidote, &e., both reiving upon its ekiet-iu
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the land: hut, alas! nothing is sue! >t
tlie balance, some ol‘ whom die, others grew wm*-. e.ml
are left to linger and sutler for months or years, unii. relieved or cured, ii poss.-dblc, by competent physic u-.

Lme !

Independent

long experience, practice,and observation.

so

charges

BOSTON, MASS.

BY

ADVERTISING

nostrums,

10, High

L. LORD'S.

s

_f

•'

HTRENOTH

BUT ALL QUACKS AUK NOT Ili.NollAN i'.
known t.
Notwithstanding the foregoing farts
(juaek doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regard!'
of the liie and health ,d others, there ;a\’ tho.-e among
contv da ting gi\ dig
them who even perjure tie. ms. 1 e
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their

G-ooDs

II.

j

some

ltf

THE Subscriber, at the Old Stand of
TREADWELL & MANSFIELD, has engaged the services ot a skillful horseshoer, and is now prepared to do Shoeing and Jobbing, in all its branches, a* well as can be
doue in the county.
Carriage Painting, Trimming and Woodwork, done thereon, and well ornamented with shade-trees. Attached is a voung and thrifty orchard, with a variety ot
promptly and in the very best manner.
A large lot of Team Wheels, Waggons, Buggies,
&c., currant and plum trees.
on liana to be sold, at
The garden spot is 1-2 an acre, in a very high state of
prices to suit customers.
3inos39
N. MANSFIELD.
cultivation, and has the sun nearly the entire da). The
land is well divided as pasturage and tillage, and cuts
about 40 tons of hay. The fences are not long built, and
in good repair.
Possession can be given immediately. Terms of payment easy and satisfactory.
OF ALT, KINDS AT
For further particulars enquire of C. II. Treat, at WinHENRY TREAT.
terport, or on the premises.
H. L.
No.
St.
Frankfort, April 26, 1860.
2mos42
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SHIRT PATTERNS

sold and highest price paid by

S. A HOWES & CO.

life;

or

T71URNISHING GOODS AT

Purchase.

and

who have

SIMONTON BROS. & CO.

May 4.

Bought

injured themselves by certain secret habits, which unlit
J
C'tOATFl.IlEAiTKAfi.—Young
them for
the duties of married

TO THE PUBLIC?

better than any other way.

convenient STEAM FERRY-BOAT has
been put on at this ferry, running half hourly on
week
and
when called on Sundays. Travelers taken
days,
over witn safety and dispatch.
0w4G

1809.

A. STUART & CO., Boston, Mass.

Rockland, we are obliged to buy in large
quantities; an ADVANTAGE we are

ing dealt with the press direct, and through nearly every
advertising agency in the country, and haw no hesitation in saying that your Lists have paid us 5o per cent,

Bucksport & Prospect Ferry,

THOMAS WHITE. PKOPRIFTOR.

also middle aged and old men, who, from the follies of
youth, or other causes, feci a debility in advance ot their
years, before placing themselves under the treatment of
The Secret Friend.” Married
one, should first read
any
ladies will learn something ol importance by perusing
The Secret Friend.” Sent to any address, in u scaled
envelope, on receipt of 25 cents. Address DR. CHARLES

MANY LADIES in

IATIOXAL PUBLISHING COMPANY.

A man in Yarmouth says he should be
very
FOR OCR 24 PAGE ( IRC I LAR
to sing at the great Peace
Festival, but MEND
his mother-in-law won't let him.
lie goes on which contains: A List of over One Thousand News(the rest advertising Mediums,) and price
to say—“1 have nothing particular
against papers.
cards showing advertising rates, and much valuable inmy mother-in-law, hut I think if her funeral formation on the subject of advertising, frvr for .‘B
should happen to occur on the 4th of .July, it cent stamp. Address
GEO. P. ROWELL A CO..
would greatly add to the festivities of that
Advertifting* Agents,
day.”
40 Park Ron N. Y.

15 Central Street,

April 7,

MATHEWS.

A. B.

tf.tr

GOLD, SILVER,

country

A XI)—

Variety, all

FIELD.

C. D.

BELFAST

LOW accordingly.

business, pleasure,

known

THE

happy

35c

promptly

FANCY GOODS
in endless

fehip

SUGARS,

WORSTEDS No,

mediums.

Respectfully,

18c, 25c,;

$1 00 IT lb9. Oat Meal,
$1 00
1 00 s
Corn Starch,
1 00
loo 8
Peerless Soap, 100
Seedless Raisins,
1 oo
100
Layer Raisins,
Cask Raisins,
1 oo
1 oo
English Currants,
Hosford’s Bread Preparation,
1 00
Bread Soda,
j 00

43Remember the place,

following from the National Publishing Co., ol
Philadelphia, may be taken as an answer to those who
inquire if these “Lists” can really be good advertising

Philadelphia,Dec. lo. 1808.
Messrs. Geo. F. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, N. Y.:
(,'entlemen :—It is more than three years since we began advertising in your “Lists of One Hundred Papers”
each, and in that time have given “The List System.”
as originated by you, a thorough trial, and we can now
general advertising
say it is the diets peat and
medium we have any knowledge of.
We have tried every possible mod1 of advertising, hav-

12c,

AS* A fair discount made to
stores, expressstage drivers, and also to lamiiies living in the
country, who will do well to club together, save their
money, and get better goods by sending their orders. All
orders
attended to.
Come all! and see for yourselves.
Come one

The

A

s

40c;

10c,

FURNITURE !

Have a Splendid Assortment of Superior WALNUT
PARLOR FURNITURE, covered with Hair Cloth,
Repps, &c„ Dining Room Furniture, Cottage Chamber
Furniture, Extra Ilair Mattresses, Spring Beds. Sofas,
Bedsteads, Chairs of all varieties, in fact everything in
the way of Furniture.
We manufacture most of our goods, and employ the
best ot workmen, which enables us to oiler great induce
ments to all who want really good Furnitui at low
All goods of our own manufacture arc warranted. All
sold to go into the country will be packed with care ami
Cabinet Work and turning
dispatch. Call and see.
of all descriptions done to order. Work Shop at Belfast

or

35c lb.
45c
45c

-nwr

_•
C

~V?

pretentions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUA< KS
who know little of the nature am! character -T .-special
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit torg--i
Diplomas ot Institutions or <‘ol!eges, w hich never exist- -I
in any part of the world ; others exhibit liiplomas ot ilu
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not onlv assuming and
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas,
but to further their imposition assume names of other cel
ebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceive 1

Billiard Tables.

Java,

.—

■'

'T^j poors'v.

iw

and

Coin, Drafts and Hands,

Best

<>

'Mrr;.

mfg;;:W

■:

be not robbed and add to your suffei inn.s in being d-cived
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false proinis. s,

.imoLP

FIELD &. MATHEWS

Best Rice,
Starch,
Tapioca,

As

GLOVES,

LIPPINCOTT & BAKEWELL.

new

10 lbs
8

Bello, 30c;

men,

Respectfully,

OFFICE OF

come,

Tobacco, Spices, £&o.

Messrs. Geo. P. Rowell & Co.:

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.

Talk to a woman about religion, she sighs;
talk to her of love, she simpers; talk to”her
of science, she goes to sleep. But talk to her
of dress, and she will open her eyes, and give
you the entire attention of her ears.

Burnt—“ 35c,
Bn’t & Gr’d,

Porto

HI, Me.

No. 11, PHENIX ROW.

Bangor and

prices.

80c, 90c, and Best, $1,00 per lb.
l.3o
$1.00, $1.10,
1.20
1.00, 1.10,
Japan,
1.50
Young and old Hyson, 1.00, 1.50,

OF

Water Street,
Pittsburg, 1*a., Dec. ‘i, l.sGs.

FURNITURE7

COFFEES.

PAISLEY SHAWLS

AND

consumers ot
our
Then

TEA.

—NICE—

LACE

(LATE OF BOSTON.,

Oolong (Black),
English Breakfast,

Variety, iiicbiilinfi

Surgeon,

LIHCOL4YI1LF BEi(

Foundry.

IA DIE EM EATS

Look at‘some of
send and try us.

WHITE HOODS.
Great

MAINE.

offering

offered before to the

vicinity.

SPRING DRESS GOODS,
SHAWLS,in

ever

are

&

Physician

prices.

Street,

-----

■

1

WU

.■

proudly

,

BELFAST,

15

replenish

already LARGE Stock

of NEW Goods.

the

••.<•

«

BITIERS.

GEO. A. STUART, M. D

your

China Tea Comp’y

and

BAHEIVEU..

.MANUKA! ’T TREKS

by buying

Ft#

;

discharges which tiow from a imuM I .-tut* <»t tie-Moon.
IN BOSTON.
The Doctor is now fully prepared
treat in ins peculiar
SIXTEEN YEARS
style, both medically and surgi- ally, all oi a-- ol t!oengaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so well female sex, and they are respectfully invit d ft. e.dl at
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
Vo. f I Iltnlicott fttveet. £5<»*f«iik
Proprietors, &e., that lie is much recommended, and parSHERRY WINE
ASK FOR M.
ticularly to
All letters requiringadvice tin-d contai
one d..
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
insure an answer.
And take no other. Sec that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine
Boston, dan. 1. T- i'.i— lyi
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native
They arc purely vegetable and will not intoxicate. 3'Jtl.
quacks, more numerous iu Boston than in other large
cities,
DR. DIX
S ANF< >111 >S"

<} R R A T

very liberal

We have been

Country.
our

a

both from

patronage,

that

L1PPIWCOTT A

rnoucv

Druggist,

CLAIM’S

Reflect!!

a

The fact

they this year renew the order and increase the
amount, is the best argument we can give that these
“Lists’* are good advertising mediums.

of Asthma Cured, of nine yorrs’ standing.

Du. E. R. Clarke—Dear Sir:—I feel it a pleasure to i
be favored with an opportunity to tender my thanks to i
you for the great cure 1 have received from your Sherry !
Wine Bitters of the most horrible of all diseases, the
Asthma. When I first commenced usi*g them in the
month of July, ISOS, I had been afflicted with the Asthma
nine years, and had tried during that time all the various !
remedies recommended by my neighbors, friends and ;
to no avail, ana my family j hysician told me |
I never should get cured of the conn laint, and that I i
would die of consumption. Each year I grew worst, and
this season 1 was afflicted the worst I ever had been, and ;
was despairing of ever being better, but fortunately 1
was recommended to use your medicine.
I forthwith
bought three bottles of yonr Sherry Wine Bitters and
commenced using them. Before 1 had used one bottle 1 !
was very much better; a second continued to improve!
my health, and a third bottle cured me entirely not only j
of the Asthma, but they restored my general health. 1 \
still remain well, and am willing, and l:cl happy to testi- 1
fy to the world the great benefit I have received, hoping j
that some one else similarly afflicted may be cured by the
same medicine.
Yours respectfully,
NANT Y JENNINGS.
Sharon, Mass., Dec. 10, 1S5S.

Proprietor of Dr. K. R. Clarke’s Sherry Wine Bitters,
formerly manufactured in Sharon, Mass. Sold by respectable dealers everywhere in city and country.

Ponder! !

Raw—Rio, 25c,

us

1 <>u.
i
Dk. E. R. Clarke—Dear Sir:—I have used several hotties of your Sherry Wine Bitters for Weakness, Loss of
Appetite and an unhealthy statb of the stomach, and I
consider them the best Hitters now before the public.
They add new life and vigor to the system, and I most
cordially recommend them to all that are troubled with a
poor appetite, and a dull, sinking feeling which wo are all
subject to in warm weather.
I remain yours moat respectfully,
!
J, W. ADAMS, Essex st., Melrose, Mass,

nOCKf,4^n, H41XE.

TEA,
COFFEE,
DRY & FANCY GOODS
SPICES,

WHAT ADVERTISERS SAY.
The firm, whose letter

Address,

of

They

Appetite Cured.

Melrose, Mass.,.July 10,

Olaemisu

Emporium

fittPftwELL&g
ADVERTISING AGENTS,

Price.

Read!

term of

FOR TH E ERR INC.

for

or

EATOX « CO.,
firrena Ctinillug, He.

FIRST CLASS

man organs
ise on

SELF-IIYoung Men,
EVILS,

receipt

■;«

>

—

I

L. M. ROBBIES,
on

3'

In this Block for

j
j

j

ft
Mulled

Address U. S. Piano Co., N. V.

three years’experience in obtaining AMIEDICAI¥
anil C( HOl'EA.V PATOTH.
Opinions no charge. A pamphlet, 10* pages of law and
information free. Address as above.

the lollowirg classes of people: The MECHANIC, who
from his constant in-door labors, not having suflicient
to the bracing and refreshing air out of doors b«
comes weakened at the stomach,
nervous, pale and sickly; his food not relishing nor properly digesting. He
should take these Bitters, and fr* ely, too, iu order to g* t
his system up, right and strong, and in prime condition,
to go through the warm weather in good
shape, with hi.constnnt daily labors. The exhilerating and ch aiming
power of the Dock Root, Dandelion, roplar and Prickly
Ash Bark is what will bring him up, ami make him
physically speaking, once more a man. 'Hie M ILL <>P
EIlATIVE will find this medicine the vor\ tiling to
cleanse the blood and strengthen the system, and rory
mild and pleasant to take.
The PALE and once BEA1
TIFUL LADY has but to take this
compound freely and
she will he speedily restored to health, beaut;) and buoy- i
ancy. The HONEST FARMER—the CLERGYMAN
and LAWYER, and MEN OF SEDENTARY HABITS
—this is your medicine. After once using it, you will
never be without it.
It will improve you twenty- j
live per cent. The MARINER will find it the best medicine in the world for his use. It makes him, while at
sea, hearty and rugged, and capable of great endurance i
and exposure; and when on shore, it renovates his blood
and restores and repairs his system.
The largest bottle, the lowest price, and the most effectual remedy in the world.
Diploma awarded by the Massachusetts Charitable !
Mechanic’s Association.
Caution Extra, Owing to the great popularity and
sale of these Bitters, worthless imitations may come up j
in the market, but as you value your life and health, Insure and get the genuine Dr. Clarke’s
Shfrrv Wine i
Bitters. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke and my/m
simiie signature are upon the label of each bottle. No j
I.. M. ROBBINS.
other is genuine.

c

Ipesea

all de vile, mil good health.
1 peso a great holidishun.
At de last vorth of
.Tiily 1 voted dix times fi>r der Pacific Railroad
for President.
Ven I gits married I vants everypudy to gomb to der funeral. No cards.
I tats de gind of a man vot I pees.
am

'B

|

Gentlemen:—One year ago with much hesitation we gave
you an advertisement lor one ol your List? of One Hundred local papers; a very short time thereafter we unhesitatingly added two more Lists ol One Hundred papers.
But a short time elapsed before we were inquired of on
every side for “Colburn’s Patent Red Jacket Ax," proving to us that your plan of Lists had cached the very parties to whom we wanted to introduce the new patent Ax.
The year having now nearly gone by, we cannot but
believe your system of advertising by “Lists of Local PaA Dm ii.man's Ai TOiiiOditAi'in
pers” is just the kind of advertising we want, and we toyou an order still adding one more List of
mit a fl ow unt more as a tozzen chil- day forward
One Hundred papers, making the number now altogethdren. Two udder frows vot 1
peso er four (4) Lists of One Hundred (100) local papers.
The more we talk with newspaper agents and editors’
led. Mv age is
sixthe more satisfied wc are that the arrangement
vich accounts for agents
leen, somewhere
wc have made with you is preferable to any we have ever
heard of. The merit of the Ax itself has, of course,
feet. I
my
eyes unt
un. goes to church something to do with the great demand for it, but we are
ger peer mit mine
satisfied that by your system of advertising bv “Lists”
0 pt it pe
ven I
to home in a we have accomplished in one year what would have orI never swears
unt I ni- dinarily taken us five years to accomplish.

got living
apout fifty, thirty, levcn,
along der,
dakeslahaving plue
pig
gofl'ec,
Suonty,
sthays
peer garten.
py tarn,
nety- did. I goes out walking every afternoon
peforc preakfast mit horse unt puggy, and
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composition.,

access

A Case

\S
**-

A

x
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physicians,

a

great Western train, created

paclielor

on

A Co., Editors Ncientilic
pATEXTS -3137unn
JL Au*«*rican? Park Row. New York. Twenty-

AUGUSTE

grades, SATINETS, TWEEDS,

all

Also

I

Dey Mrert, lew York.
Great reduction in price. No. 1 $35; No. 2 $ 1"; No. 3 $15.
First-class Agents wanted. Address as above.

■

and

w

and

from the
Super
best Lowell and Hartford factories. Also Of!
Clothe* and Rata,
Also on hand a good stock of Cloths, consisting of
BROADCLOTHS, DOESKINS, CASSIMEKES of

4

WANTED

fence,

p

Ply, Superfine

Three

■

1

V-"“V

Pill.
The obvious iv..
.son i-;, that it is amove reliable and far more effectual remedy than any
other. Tho^e who have
tried it. know that it cured them; tho>e wh It
not. know that it cures their neighbors and l'rk miand all know that what it does once it do
alwa\
tliat it never fails through any fault or neglect hf
UV have thousands upon thou
its
.-ands 01 certilicates of their remarkable cures of *!;
billowing complaints, but such cures are known, in
every neighborhood, and we need m>t publish tln-m.
Adapted to all ages and conditions in all (dim s1
containing neither calomel or any deleterious dni/,
they may be taken with safety by anybody, Their
sugar coating preserves them ever fresh and make
them pleasant to take, while being purely vegetable
no harm can arise from their use in any quantit',.
They operate by their powerful influence >n tie*
internal viscera to purify the blood and sthmilah* ii
into healthy action —remove the obstructions of the
stomach, bowels, liver, and other organs of the
body, restoring their irregular action to health, and
by correcting, wherever they exist, such derangements us are the first origin of disease.
Minute directions are given in the wrapper on
the box. for the following complaints, which th.;- o
Pills rapidly cure :
For DyspepMiu o: I uili,g«‘*f ion. LiNtl<‘x<o
m’Ks. Languor and L»v, of At!•«-v
should be taken moderately to stimulate tic* ,-tomach and restore its health.v tone and action.
For Liver € ompl.ii nt and its various symptoms, Billion* lleailackc, Mick lEcail.u he,
Jaundice or (•! reen
Micki&tv*.*.
Bliliou*
Colic and Bliliou* Fever*, they should be judiciously taken for each case, to correct the diseased
action or remove the obstructions which cans.- it.
For Dyscatcry or Riarriiiea, but one mild
do# is generally required.
For lllicumati.Hm, Gont. Ciravcl. EBaI location of flat* Heart. 1‘aisi in the Miile.
Slack and Loin*, they should be continimu.-h
taken, as required, to change the liseased action <*j
tlie system. With such change those complaints
di .-appear.
For lEropvy and SPi op>.ital Swelling-* they
should be taken in large and frequent do.*cs to produce the effect of a drastic purge.
For Mu|»i>r«»H»ion a large 'lose should be taken
as it produces the desired effect by sympathy.
As a Dinner Pill, take one or two Pills'to promote digestion and relieve the stomach.
An occasional dose stimulates the stomach and
bowels into healthy action, restores the appetite,
and invigorates the system. Hence it is often advantageous where no serious derangement exists.
One who feels tolerably well, often finds that a dose
of these Pills makes him leel decidedly better, from
their cleansing and renovating effect oil the diges-

it

Weakness and I.os* ot

so

>

•.*4

«-

universally adopted into use, in
ami
among
every country
ail da-'Cs, as this mild
but efficient purgative

1

-CONSISTING OF—

FIDE ! !!

iii.si.u Kant- in r.vits.
A very ingenious
or
Doctor
ASIA
Druggiftt for
your
ini Erenehx inode of relieving the hunger of SH EET RlIA'IAE-it equals (bitter) Quinine.
Is made only by F. STEARNS, Chemist, Detroit.
travelers has been adopted on the leading
lines out of Paris. Without his cafe a Frenchman is nothing.
His food is much lighter
than an Englishman's but lie eats oftener. TO SELL THE AMEIMCAV HATTTIA’Ci
I'be < 'humps Ely sees, the Elysian of Parisians, nACHIHE, Price $25. The simplest, cheapest and
best Knitting Machine ever invented. Will knit 20,000
i- lined with restaurants, some of them of stitches per minute. Liberal inducements to Agents.
In
the Harden ofthe Tuileries Address AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE CO.,
great legance.
Boston, Mass., or St. Louis Mo.
right under the Emperor's nose, close to the

"English tspoken,"

s

OAR.PETINGS.

Globe Fire Extinguisher Co

neli.

Emperor's

w

ffl

sell the Home Shuttle Sewing Mauiiink.
I? makes the lock stitch, alike on both sides, has
the under- feed, and is equal in every respect to any Sewing 3Iachine ever invented. Price $25. Warranted for
5 years. Send tor circular. Address .Johnson, Clark;
& Co., Boston, Mass., Pittsburg, Pa., or Sf. Louis, 3Io. i

Agents to

3o

ii among the ruins, something gained;
Lor here, perchance, among these failed flowers
I breathe the perfume of a thought.

Bright lv, quietly.

j

$10.00 PER DAY GUARANTEED

ilo.n among the breakers, trul\r glad
>! .ill the happiness that comes to me:
And rainbow-tinted cloud* go by
To shelter

j

*•

rruiE SUBSCRIBER, thankful to the public for the
kindness and liberal patronage lie lias received
A
at ills new store on High Street, opposite Field &
Mathews’ Furniture store, takes the liberty to inform the
public that he has opened a stairway in his new store
leading to a large CARPET UOOtl, where lie oflers for sale at as low prices as ever before oli'ered In Belfast. a splendid stock of

-

n

sending

are

o

W
o

S

I3IPRON
to introduce ihc
male and
ED CO3131ON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE. 1
This machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind, ;
braid and embroider in a most superior manner. Price !
only $ IS. Fully warranted tor live years. We will pay
$1000 for any machine that will sew a stronger, more
beautiful, or more elastic seam than ours. It makes the
Elastic Lock Stitch.” Every second stitch may be cut.
and still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearing
It. We pay Agcnis from $75 to $200 per month and expenses, or a commission from which twice that amount
Address SKCOMB & CO., Pittsburg,
can be made.
Pa., Boston, Mass., or St. Louis, Mo.
Caution.—Do not be imposed upon by other parties
palming off worthless cast-iron machines, under the
Ours is the only genuine and
same name or otherwise.
really practical cheap machine manufactured.

LIFE LINKS.
I

i

AGENTS.
WANTED,
GENUINE
female,

\'<>

w

HJ

SOUTHMAYD & CO.,

tioiigh its slender, fragile column?
A iv upheld by vapor tine.
no citadel or stronghold

A HARRIS'
New Carpet Store!

o

■

particularly

ci

Is

S

BEER.

OTTAWA

Ml about mv airy mistle
Floats an turn >sphero so soft,
t hat it jiceds no tirm foundation
I-- support its vwiglit aloft;

w

o

B. SWAN & CO., having purchased the
Stores, Storehouses and Wharf of H. J. ANDERSON, Jr., are now opening an entire new stock,
consisting in part of the following articles.
CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE,
FLOUR, COFFEE
RIO
PORK,
HAVANA
JAPAN TEA
ST. J AGO
BEEF,
OOLONG
LARD,
MUSCOVADO
RAISINS
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH, &c.

WILLIAM

o

Q

Healihy Beverage.
I R IS H

D R.

—TICKETS FROM-

LONG LIFE of HEALTH and lfAL’I’lNESS is
desired, let these Bitters be taken, partio.-lai ly in the
Spring and Warm Seasons of the vein-, and especially by

j

Winel Bitters

no one mediuuivci >ally re-

any before

Bitters !

To all Persons both Sick and Well!
If

is so

quired by everybody as
:i cathartic, nor was ever

29JVrainSt.,.Belfast.

tf^rSTERi.ING EXCHANGE, payable at sight, for
in sums to suit.
3mo44*

<

A Pleasant and

BOOKSTORE,

American House)

England, Ireland and Scotland.

2
w

8°

;

steel

'•tal lakes and emerald settings
i;listen in the moonbeams fair;
v'i!vt ry niFts conceal the outlines
(>f my castle in the air.

the

Standard

.Laxativa

a

Perhaps

and Blood. For which valuable Hoots and Herbs, and
the knowledge of their great service to suffering humanity, man cannot feel too thankful to Him who provided
us with all things.

sale

PARTOA.

\

>
«<

(Opposite

of

purposes

cine

Composed of Dock Root, Sarsaparilla, Rock Hose,
Wintcrgreen, Dandelion, Wild Cherry, 1 horoughwort,
Prickly Ash, Poplar Bark, Rhubarb, Sec. For Weakness,
Loss of Appetite, Jaundice, Headache, Sour Stomach,
Piles of long standing. Humors, and all diseases which
arise from an unhealthy state of the Stomach, Bowels

sale at Greatly Reduced Rates, at

WASHBURN’S

the

all

Medicine.

The Best Medteine in the World!

THROUGH TICKETS

IN THE BIBLE.

sunshine
V/ure skii-s and
In this land of dreams
them
'-ii
r nmon and stars
When the \ el low sun grows

ALBANY, BUFFALO,
NIAGARA FALLS,
DUNKIRK, SALAMANCA,
CLEVELAND, DETROIT, &e.

For

For powerful thought, splendid illustrations, elegant
paper and type, beautiful binding and rapidity of sale,
this book has no equal. Agents’ Commissions $100 to
$200 per month, according to ability and energy. Sind
for Circulars to
ZKIGLKR, McCUliDY & CO., Philadelphia Pa.
AGEA'TK 1IE4H THIS!
make and female, will find it
tor their best interests to engage with the new
written by

PHILADELPHIA, PITTSBURG,

;

NIGHT SCENES

Wine

Via BOSTON, NEW YORK,

j

For

VEGETABLE

WEST AND SOUTH. Sherry

j

Speer’s

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

OLASHSLEi’

TO ALL POINTS

AGENTS H ALTED for I>SR. RARC1T8

Would you view this phantom structure.
Floating in the ether blue?
Idle dreamers long have reared them.
They are neither strange nor new :
old and young an busy working
>n those airy castles high,
vid delusion, these mirages
111 imagination's sky !

I

Here’s Health for the Million:

|

Office,

11 East

Canton street, Boston,

bnosil

